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I. INTRODUCTORY
Establishment and functions of the Committee

The Asian Legal Consultative Committee, as it was orig
inally called, was constituted in November 1956 by the Govern
ments of Burma, Ceylon, India, Indonesia, Iraq, Japan and Syria 
to serve as an advisory body of legal experts and to facilitate 
and foster exchange of views and information on legal matters 
of common concern among the member governments. In res
ponse to a suggestion made by the then Prime Minister of India, 
the late Jawaharlal Nehru, which was accepted by all the then 
participating governments, the Committee’s name was changed 
to that of Asian-African Legal Consultative Committee as from 
the year 1958, so as to include participation of countries in the 
African continent. The present membership of the Committee 
is as follows

Full Members Arab Republic of Egypt, Bangladesh, 
Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, The Gambia, Ghana, 
India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Japan, Jordan, Kenya, Kuwait, 
Malaysia, Mauritius, Nepal, Nigeria, Oman, Pakistan, Philip
pines, Qatar, Republic of Korea, Sierra Leone, Singapore, 
Sri Lanka, Syrian Arab Republic, Tanzania, Thailand and 
Turkey.

The Committee is governed in all matters by its Statutes 
and Statutory Rules. Its functions as set out in Article 3 of its 
Statutes are

“(a) To examine questions that are under consideration 
by the International Law Commission and to 
arrange for the views of the Committee to be 
placed before the said Commission ; to consider 
the reports of the Commission and to make



to consider legal problems that may be referred to 
the Committee by any of the participating countries 
and to make such recommendations to governments 
as may be thought fit ;

to exchange views and information on legal matters 
of common concern and to make recommendations 
thereon, if deemed necessary ; and

(d) to communicate with the consent of the govern
ments of the participating countries the points of 
view of the Committee on international legal pro
blems referred to it, to the United Nations, other 
institutions and international organisations.”

The Committee meets once annually by rotation in the 
various members States. Its first session was held in New Delhi 
(1957), second in Cairo (1958), third in Colombo (1960), fourth 
in Tokyo (1961), fifth in Rangoon (1962), sixth in Cairo (1964), 
seventh in Baghdad (1965), eighth in Bangkok (1966), ninth in 
New Delhi (1967), tenth in Karachi ( 1969), eleventh in Accra 
(1970), twelfth in Colombo (1971), thirteenth in Lagos (1972), 
fourteenth in New Delhi (1973) and the fifteenth in Tokyo 
from 7th to 14th January 1974.

Office-bearers of the Committee and its Secretariat

During the fifteenth session of the Committee held in Tokyo, 
the Committee elected Dr. K. Nishimura, Leader of the Dele
gation of Japan, and Hon’ble Lai Bahadur Khadayat, Leader of 
the Delegation of Nepal, respectively, as the President and Vice
President of the Committee for the year 1974-75.

The Committee maintains its permanent Secretariat in 
New Delhi (India) for day-to-day work and for implementation 
of the decisions taken by the Committee at its sessions. The 
Committee functions in all matters through its Secretary-General

who acts in consultation with the Liaison Officers appointed by 
each of the participating Governments.

Co-operation with other organisations

The Committee maintains close relations with the United 
Nations, some of its organs, such as the International Law 
Commission, the International Court of Justice, the U.N. High 
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), the U.N. Conference on 
Trade and Development (UNCTAD), the U.N. Commission on 
International Trade Law (UNCITRAL), and the Food and 
Agriculture Organisation (FAO) ; the Organisation of African 
Unity (OAU), the League of Arab States, the International 
Institute for the Unification of Private Law (UNIDROIT), the 
Hague Conference on Private International Law, and the 
Commonwealth Secretariat. The Committee has been co
operating with the United Nations in its Programme of Assistance 
in the Teaching, Study, Dissemination and Wider Appreciation 
of International Law and as part of that programme it has 
sponsored a training scheme which may be availed of by officials 
of Asian and African governments.

The Commiitee is empowered under its Statutory Rules 
to admit at its sessions Observers from international and regional 
inter-governmental organisations. The International Law Com
mission is usually represented at the Committee’s sessions by its 
President or one of the members of the Commission. The U.N. 
Secretary-General has also been represented at various sessions 
of the Committee.

The Committee sends Observers to the sessions of the 
International Law Commission in response to a standing invita
tion extended to it by the Commission. The United Nations 
invites the Committee to be represented at all the conferences 
convoked by it for consideration of legal matters. The Com
mittee was represented at the U.N. Conferences of Plenipoten
tiaries on Diplomatic Relations and the Law of Treaties. The 
Committee has been invited to be represented in the sessions of 
the Third Law of the Sea Conference. The Committee is also 
invited to be represented at the meetings of the UNCTAD,



UNCITRAL and various inter-governmental organisations 
concerned in the field of law.

Immunities and privileges

The Committee, the representatives of the member States 
participating in its sessions, the Secretary-General of the Com
mittee and the members of the Secretariat are accorded certain 
immunities and privileges in accordance with the provisions of 
the Committee’s Articles on Immunities and Privileges.

Membership and procedure

The membership of this Committee which falls into two 
categories, namely, Full Members and Associate Members, is 
open to Asian and African governments who accept the Statutes 
and Statutory Rules of the Committee. The procedure for 
membership as indicated in the Statutory Rules is for a govern
ment to address a note to the Secretary-General of the Com
mittee stating its acceptance of the Statutes and Statutory Rules. 
Associate Members do not have a voice in the management of 
the organisation but they can fully participate in the discussions 
in the Committee and are entitled to receive all documentation.

Financial obligations

Each member government contributes towards the expenses 
of the Secretariat, whilst a part of the expenses for holding of 
the sessions is borne by the country in which the session is held. 
The contribution of each member country at present varies bet
ween £ 1100 (sterling) and £ 3,000 (sterling) per annum depend
ing upon the size and national income of the country. Associate 
members, however, pay a fixed contribution of approximately 
£ 550 (sterling) per annum.

Resume of work done by the Committee

During the past eighteen years of its existence the Com
mittee has had to concern itself with all the three types of acti
vities envisaged in clauses (a), (b) and (c) of Article 3 of its

Statutes, namely, examination of questions that are under consi
deration by the International Law Commission, consideration of 
legal problems referred by member governments, and consi
deration of legal matters of common concern.

The topics which the Committee has considered and on 
which it has been able to make recommendations include 
“Diplomatic Immunities and Privileges”, “State Immunity in 
respect of Commercial Transactions”, “Extradition of Fugitive 
Offenders”. “Status of Aliens”, “Dual or multiple Nationality”, 
“Legality of Nuclear Tests”, “Arbitral Procedure”, “Recognition 
and Enforcement of Foreign Judgements in Matrimonial Cases”, 
“Reciprocal Enforcement of Foreign Judgements, Service of 
Process and Recording of Evidence both in Civil and Criminal 
Cases”, “Legal Aid”, “Relief against Double Taxation”, “the 
1966 Judgements of the International Court of Justice in South
West Africa Cases” and the “Law of Treaties”.

The Committee had also finalised its recommendations on 
the subject of “Rights of Refugees” at its eighth session held in 
Bangkok (1966), but at the request of one of its member govern
ments, it had decided to reconsider its recommendations in the 
light of new developments in the field of international refugee 
law. The subject was accordingly given further consideration 
by the Committee at its tenth and eleventh sessions.

The subjects on which the Committee has made consider
able progress are the “Law of International Rivers”, “Interna
tional Sale of Goods and related topics”, and the “Law of the 
Sea with particular reference to the peaceful uses of the sea-bed 
and the ocean floor lying beyond the limits of national jurisdic
tion.” The Committee at its eleventh session had decided to 
include the Law of the Sea and the Sea-Bed as a priority item on 
the agenda of its twelfth session having regard to the recent 
developments in the field and the proposal for convening a U.N. 
Conference of Plenipotentiaries to consider various aspects of 
this subject. In view of the paramount importance of the 
problems concerning the Law of the Sea to the countries of the 
Asian-African region, it was also decided to invite all such 
countries to Darticmate in the discussions on the subject at the
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twelfth session. Thereafter, the subject was further considered 
on a priority basis at the thirteenth, fourteenth and fifteenth 
sessions of the Committee respectively held in Lagos (1972), 
New Delhi (1973) and Tokyo (1974) and almost all the countries 
of the Asian African region were invited to join in the délibéra 
tions on the subject at those sessions. The main object underly
ing the Committee’s taking up the subject of the Law of the Sea 
has been to provide a forum for mutual consultations and 
discussions among the Asian and African governments and to 
assist them in making concerted and systematic preparations for 
the Third Law of the Sea Conference.

The Committee at its fourteenth session also took up the 
question of Organisation of Legal Advisory Services in Foreign 
Offices and for an exchange of views and information on this 
subject between the participating countries

Some of the other topics which are pending consideration 
of the Committee include ‘Diplomatic Protection and State 
Responsibility’, ‘State Succession’, ‘International Commercial 
Arbitration’, ‘International Legislation on Shipping’ and ‘Protec 
tion and Inviolability of Diplomatic Agents and other persons 
entitled to special protection under International Law’. The 
last mentioned topic was placed on the agenda of the fourteenth 
session, but at the suggestion of some of the delegations this 
matter was deferred for consideration at some future session of 
the Committee.

Publications of the Committee

The full reports, including the verbatim record of 
discussions in the Committee and its Sub-Committees, 
with the recommendations, are made available to the governments 
of the member States of the Committee. The Committee, 
however, brings out regularly shorter reports on its sessions for 
general circulation and sale. The Committee has also brought 
out five special reports on the following subjects

The Legality of Nu ts.

2. Reciprocal Enforcement of Foreign Judgements, 
Service of Process and Recording of Evidence.

3. The Rights of Refugees.

4. Relief against Double Taxation and Fiscal Evasion; 
and

5. The South West Africa Cases.

The Secretariat of the Committee published in 1972 a 
compilation of the Constitutions of African States with the 
co-imprint of Oceana Publications Inc., New York. Earlier, it 
had brought out a compilation of the Constitutions of Asian 
States in the year 1968. The proposed publications of the 
Committee include the following

(1) Digest of important decisions of the municipal courts 
of Asian and African countries on international legal 
questions.

(2) Digest of Treaties and Conventions registered with 
the U.N. Secretariat to which an Asian or African 
State is a party.

(3) Foreign Investment Laws and Regulations of Asian and 
African Countries.

(4) Laws and Regulations relating to Control of Import 
and Export Trade in Asian and African countries.

(5) Laws and Regulations relating to control of Industry 
in Asian and African countries.
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Alternate Member

Alternate Member
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Member
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Counsellor,
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Ministry of Foreign Affairs
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Alternate Member
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Alternate Member

Alternate Member

INDONESIA

Mr. K.K. Chopra 
Assistant Legal Adviser, 
Ministry of External Affairs

Mr. V.C. Khanna 
First Secretary,
Embassy of India in Japan
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Member Mr. Zahar Arifin
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Alternate Member

Adviser
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Minister-Counsellor,
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Mr. Abdul Kobir Sastradipura 
Minister-Cou nsel lor,
Embassy of Indonesia in Japan
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Member H.E. Dr. Ezedin Kazemi
(Leader of Delegation) Chief of Legal Department, 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs

IRAQ

Member H.E. Mr. Mundher Al-Windawi
(Leader of Delegation) Ambassador of the Republic of Iraq 
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Alternate Member Mr. Amer Araim 
Second Secretary,
Permanent Mission of the Republic of

Adviser

Adviser
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Third Secretary,
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Mr. Faiz Munji 
Attache,
Embassy of the Republic of Iraq 
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JAPAN

Member Dr. Kumao Nishimura
(Leader of Delegation) Judge,

Permanent Court of Arbitration

Dr. Michitoshi Takahashi 
Director,
Institute of International Affairs

Mr. Shinichi Sugihara 
Director,
Office of the Law of the Sea, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Dr. Shigeru Oda 
Professor,
Tohoku University
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Head of Legal Affairs Division, 
Treaties Bureau,
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Attorney,
Civil Affairs Bureau,
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First Secretary,
Embassy of Japan in India

Alternate Member
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Adviser
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Officer,
Office of the Law of the Sea, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Mr. Kenzo Oshima 
Officer,
Office of the Law of the Sea, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Mr. Gotaro Ogawa 
Officer,
Legal Affairs Division, 
Treaties Bureau,
Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Mr. Ryuichi Ishii 
Officer,
Office of the Law of the Sea, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Not represented

Not represented

Alternate Member

MALAYSIA

Mr. Khaled Yacoub A. Mondani 
First Secretary,
Embassy of Kuwait in Japan

Alternate Member

Hon’ble Tan Sri Haji Abdul 
Kadir Bin Yusof 
Attorney General & 
Minister of Legal Affairs

Mr. L.C. Vohrah 
Senior Federal Counsel

Adviser
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Second Secretary,
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Member
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Alternate Member

Hon’ble Lai Bahadur Khadayat 
Minister for Law and Justice

Mr. Bhubaneshwor Prasad Daibagya 
Under Secretary,
Ministry of Law and Justice

Mr. Narayan Das Shrestha 
Charge d’Affaires,
Royal Nepalese Embassy in Japan

NIGERIA

Member
(Leader of Delegation)

Alternate Member

Alternate Member

Mr. J.D. Ogundere 
Deputy Solicitor-General,
Ministry of Justice

Mr. T.I. Adesalu 
Senior State Counsel,
International and Comparative Law 
Division, Ministry of Justice

Mr. A. Jumba 
Second Secretary,
Embassy of Nigeria, Tokyo

PAKISTAN

Member 
(Leader of Delegation)

Alternate Member

Hon’ble Mr. Justice Abdul Kadir Shaikh 
Judge,
High Court, Karachi

Mr. A.G. Chaudhary 
Legal Adviser,
Ministry of Foreign Affairs
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First Secretary,
Permanent Mission of Pakistan to U.N.

Member Hon’ble Estelito P. Mendoza
(Leader of Delegation) Solicitor General of the Philippines

Alternate Member Mr. IJuminado G. Torres 
Minister,
Philippine Embassy, Tokyo

SIERRA LEONE

Member Hon’ble Mr. L.A.M. Brevvah
(Leader of Delegation) Attorney General &

Minister of Justice

Alternate Member Mr. P.P.C. Boston 
Principal State Counsel, 
Law Officers Department

Mr. A.M. Kamara 
State Counsel,
Law Officers Department

Member Mr. Glenn J. Knight
(Leader of Delegation) State Counsel and

Deputy Public Prosecutor, 
Attornev General’s Chambers

SRI LANKA

Member Hon’ble T.S. Fernando, Q.C.
(Leader of Delegation) President of the Court of Appeal 

of the Republic of Sri Lanka

Alternate Member Mr. N. Jayawickrama 
Secretary for Justice

Alternate Member

TANZANIA
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Mr. P.H. Kurukulasuriya 
Assistant Legal Adviser, 
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Foreign Affairs

Not represented

Mr. E.E. MtangoMember
(Leader of Delegation) Assistant Secretary,

Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Alternate Member

THAILAND

Mr. S.A. Mbenna 
Assistant Secretary, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Member H.E. Dr. A run Panupong
(Leader of Delegation) Director-General,

Treaty and Legal Department, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Alternate Member

Adviser

Mr. Montri Jalichandra 
Second Secretary,
Treaty and Legal Department, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Dr. Suchat Prachimdhit 
Third Secretary,
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DELEGATIONS OF ASSOCIATE MEMBER STATES
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(Leader of Delegation) Minister of Legal Affairs
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Solicitor General and 
Vice-Minister of Legal Affairs

REPUBLIC OF KOREA

Associate Member Mr. Ha Jong Yoon 
(Leader of Delegation) Charge d’Affaires,

Adviser

Adviser

Embassy of the Republic of Korea in 
Japan

Mr. Sang Chin Lee 
Counsellor,
Embassy of the Republic of Korea

Mr. Yong Due Shun 
Officer,
Treaties Division,
Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Special Invitee Under Rule 7 (5) 
of the Statutory Rules

Dr. Abdul Hakim Tabibi 
Chairman,
A.A.L.C.C. Special Study 
Group on Land-Locked States

AFGHANISTAN

ALGERIA

Mr. Sarwar Damani 
Charge d’ Affaires,
Embassy of Afghanistan in Japan

Mr. Mustupha Dadou
First Secretary,
Embassy of Algeria in Japan

BURUNDI

CENTRAL
AFRICAN
REPUBLIC
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LAOS

LIBYA

MONGOLIA

MOROCCO

SAUDI ARABIA

TURKEY
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Director General,
Ministry of Justice

Mr. Elysee L. Bayangha 
First Secretary,
Embassy of Central African 
Republic in Tokyo

Mr. Andreas J. Jacovides 
Minister Plenipotentiary,
Permanent Mission to the U.N.

Mr. Nivong Souvanheuane 
Embassy of Laos in Tokyo

H.E. Mr. H. Bukres 
Ambassador of Libya in Japan

Mr. Mohmed Hameda Al-Matri 
Attache, Treaty Division,
Legal and Treaty Bureau,
Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Mr. L. Chuluunbaatar 
Charge d’Affaires,
Mongolian Embassy in Tokyo

H. E. Mr. T. Abdeslam 
Ambassador of Morocco in Tokyo

H.E. Dr. Sukru Elekdag 
Ambassador of Turkey in Japan



Mr. Selcuk Tarlan 
Counsellor,
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Mr. S.T Bigombe,
Charge d’Affaires,
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ZAIRE H. E. Mr. C.M. Kasasa,
Ambassadeur Rep. du Zaire,
Geneve office des N.U.

Mr. M. Kabengele,
Conseiller d’Ambassade au 
Departement des Affaires,
Etrangers et de la Cooperation 
Internationale a Kinshasa

Mr. di M’Panzu Phoba 
Délégué, Departement des 
Affaires Etrangers Service Juridique

D. OBSERVERS REPRESENTING INTERNATIONAL 
ORGANIZATIONS

INTERNATIONAL H.E. Mr. Jorge Castaneda 
LAW COMMISSION Chairman
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COMMONWEALTH
SECRETARIAT

LEAGUE OF ARAB 
STATES

Professor Kazuaki Sono 
Special Consultant to the 
UNCITRAL Secretariat
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Special Adviser (Legal), 
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Mr. M.H. Van Hoogstraten 
Secretary-General

Mr. Ichiro Kawashima 
Director of UNIDROIT and 
Head of the Civil Affairs Bureau, 
Ministry of Justice,

E. OBSERVERS REPRESENTING OTHER STATES

Mr. H. Gilchrist 
Head of the Legal and 
Treaties Branch,
Department of Foreign Affairs

Mr. G.A. Brennan 
Special Adviser on 
International Law, 
Attorney-General’s Department

Mr. Orlando Rebagliati 
Secretary,
Permanent Mission of 
Argentina to the U.N.

Dr. Winfried Lang 
First Secretary,
Austrian Embassy in Tokyo

Mr. Paul A. Lapointe 
Co-ordinator,
Law of the Sea 
Bureau of Legal Affairs, 
Department of External Affairs
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CHILE Mr. Patricio Aracena
Charge d’Affaires,
Embassy of Chile in Tokyo

COLOMBIA H.E. Mr. Luis Gonzales Barros 
Ambassador of Colombia in Japan

Mr. H.P. Cases
First Secretary,
Embassy of Colombia in Japan

CUBA Dr. Maria Cecilia Bermudez Garcia 
Member of the Political
Affairs Division,
Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Dr. Eduardo E. Balbin Martin
First Secretary,
Embassy of Cuba in Japan

ECUADOR H.E. Dr. Francisco Urbina 
Ambassador of Ecuador to Japan

FEDERAL
REPUBLIC
OF GERMANY

Mr. Fritz Von Rottenburg
First Secretary of the
Embassy of the Federal
Republic of Germany in Tokyo

FINLAND Mr. Bo Adahl
First Secretary,
Embassy of Finland in Tokyo

FRANCE Mr. Bernard D. Roux
Attache at the French
Foreign Office, Paris

GERMAN
DEMOCRATIC
REPUBLIC

Mr. L. Kleinert
Second Secretary,
Embassy of the German
Democratic Republic in Japan
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GREECE Mr. Spyros Papageorgiou
Second Secretary,
Embassy of Greece in Japan

HUNGARY Mr. Miklos Koszegi
Counsellor,
Embassy of Hungary in Japan

NEW ZEALAND Mr. L.J. Wood
Second Secretary,
New Zealand Embassy in Tokyo

NORWAY Mr. Olav Bergthun
Attache,
The Royal Norwegian
Embassy in Tokyo

PERU H.E. Mr. Alfonso Arias-Schreiber 
Adviser for Marine Affairs,
Ministry of External Affairs

POLAND Mr. Zdzislaw Rapacki
Attache,
Embassy of the Polish
People’s Republic in Tokyo

SPAIN Mr. Jose A.D. Yturriaga
Counsellor of Embassy,
International Legal
Advisory Bureau,
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Spain

UNITED KINGDOM Mr. H.A. Dudgeon
Head of Marine and Transport 
Department of the Foreign and 
Commonwealth Office

Mr. R.S. Gorham
First Secretary,
British Embassy in Tokyo



UNITED STATES 
OF AMERICA

URUGUAY

U.S.S.R.
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Mr. Bernard H. Oxman 
Assistant Legal Adviser of the 
Department of State and Director for 
Policy Development of the 
National Security Council,
Inter-Agency Task Force on the 
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Charge d’Affaires,
Embassy of Uruguay in Tokyo

Mr. A.P. Movchan 
Expert Consultant,
Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
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Counsellor,
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Organisational Matters

1. Adoption of the Agenda

2. Election of the President and Vice-President

3. Admission of Observers to the Session.

4. Consideration of the Secretary-General’s Report on 
Policy and Administrative Matters and the 
Committee’s Programme of Work.

5. Dates and Place for the Sixteenth Session of the 
Committee.

6. Any other business that may be brought up with the 
permission of the President.

II, Matters referred to the Committee by the Governments of 
the participating countries under Article 3 (b) of the 
Statutes

1. Law of the Sea including questions relating to sea-bed 
and ocean floor.

(Referred by the Government of Indonesia)
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ni. Matters taken up by the Committee under Article 3(c) of 
the Statutes

1. International Shipping Legislation (Bills of Lading) 
(Taken up by the Committee at its Accra Session as 
arising out of the work of UNCITRAL).

2. International Commercial Arbitration
(Taken up by the Committee at its Accra Session as 
arising out of the work of the UNCITRAL).
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At the initiative of the Government of Indonesia, the 
subject “Law of the Sea, including questions relating to the Sea
bed and the Ocean Floor” was included in the programme of 
work of the Committee.

At its Accra Session held in January 1970, the Committee 
resolved to commence its preparatory work on the Law of the 
Sea. It was also decided that the Committee’s activities with 
regard to the assistance to be given in preparation for the 
proposed UN Conference on the Law of the Sea as also afford
ing of facilities for exchange of views should not be confined to 
member States of the Committee alone but should be offered to 
all Asian African States.

In the following year at the Colombo Session, the topics 
on which the discussion focussed included :

(i) Breadth of the Territorial Sea;

(ii) Rights of coastal States in respect of fisheries in areas 
beyond the territorial sea;

(iii) Exploration and exploitation of the sea-bed including 
the question of national jurisdiction over the sea-bed, 
the concept of trusteeship over the continental margin, 
the type of regime to govern the sea-bed and the 
ocean floor beyond the limits of national jurisdiction;

(iv) Islands and the archipelago concept;

(v) International straits, and

(vi) Preservation of the marine environment.

It was decided to constitute a Sub-committee comprising 
°f all the participating member States of the Committee and a
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working group composed of the representatives of Ceylon India, 
Indonesia, Japan, Kenya and Malaysia. Mr. Pinto from Ceylon 
was appointed as Rapporteur of the Sub-committee.

The Working Group held its first meeting in New Delhi in 
June 1971. The discussions centered round the working paper 
prepared by the Rapporteur and special working papers prepared 
by other members of the Working Group on questions of 
fisheries, archipelagos, international straits and international 
machinery for the proposed sea-bed area.

The report of the Working Group was subsequently 
submitted to the Sub-committee on the Law of the Sea, which 
met in Geneva from the 15th to 17th July 1971.

The Sub-committee besides considering the report of the 
Working Group also discussed certain matters relating to the 
Summer 1971 Session of the UN Sea-bed Committee. The 
Sub-committee inter alia recommended that :

Documentation prepared for the Committee on the subject 
of the Law of the Sea should be circulated to Asian and 
African States that were not yet members of the Committee 
in order to assist them in preparing for the Conference on 
the Law of the Sea to be held in 1973, and that basic 
materials should be made available in French as well as in 
English.

The Committee also decided to invite non-member countries 
in Asia and Africa to attend the Lagos Session as observers.

The Law of the Sea Working Group of the Committee 
held another meeting on 26th August 1971. Its members were 
asked to prepare working papers on international regime for the 
sea-bed area beyond national jurisdiction, fisheries, archipelagos, 
economic zones and international straits for consideration at the 
Lagos Session of the Committee.

The Lagos Session was held from January 18 to 25, 1972. 
Deliberations on the Law of the Sea were concentrated on the 
seven topics, namely, (I) international machinery for the sea
bed, (2) fisheries, (3) economic zones, (4) territorial sea and
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straits, (5) regional arrangements, (6) archipelagos, and (7) 
position of land-locked states. The members of the Working 
Group on the Law of the Sea presented the following papers :

(i) Preliminary draft and outline of a Convention on the 
sea-bed and the ocean floor and the sub-soil thereof 
beyond national jurisdiction prepared by the 
Rapporteur of the Sub-committee on the Law of the 
Sea,Mr. C.W. Pinto of Sri Lanka;

(ii) “Proposed regime concerning fisheries on the High 
Seas” prepared by Japan; and

(iii) “The Exclusive Economic Zone Concept” prepared 
by Kenya. There were two working papers submitted 
by the delegations of Indonesia and Malaysia on 
<The concept of Archipelago’ and on ‘International 
Straits’ respectively. Another working paper on the 
position of land-locked states was submitted by 
Ambassador Tabibi of Afghanistan. After an incon 
elusive debate, the Sub-committee adopted its report 
which subsequently was submitted to its Inter-sessional 
Meeting held in Geneva during July 1972. At this 
meeting Japan's proposal on ’fisheries and the joint 
proposal of Indonesia and the Philippines on ‘Archi
pelagic States’ formed the basis for discussion. The 
delegate of Kenya submitted ‘revised draft articles on 
the Exclusive Economic Zone’. The deliberations in 
the Committee centered mainly on these topics and 
related matters.

The Fourteenth Session of the Committee was held in 
New Delhi in January 1973. The subject of the Law of the Sea 
was again taken up as a priority item. At its meeting on 10th 
January 1973, the Working Group on the Law of the Sea 
recommended that deliberations in the Committee, both in the 
plenary and the sub-committee, should be confined to the follow
ing topics :

(i) Fisheries, exclusive economic zone
(ii) Rights and interests of land-locked states;



(iii) International Machinery for the Sea-bed; and

(iv) Marine Pollution.

During the course of the meetings, the Delegation of India 
introduced a set of Draft Articles on Exclusive Fisheries Zone. 
The Rapporteur’s report containing the gist of the discussion 
during the session and the Indian draft Articles together with 
the text of questions posed by the Delegation of Japan were 
submitted to the member governments for their comments and 
suggestions. It was decided that the Sub-committee should hold 
its next meeting in Geneva for a period of three days immediately 
prior to the Summer Session of the U.N. Sea-bed Committee. 
Further, it was decided that the Study Group on Landlocked 
States constituted by the Committee should meet at the earliest. 
The Study Group accordingly, met in NewDelhi from 22nd to 
26th March, 1973.

ments.

The Study Group on Land-locked States prepared certain 
tentative draft propositions. The Report of the Study Group 
along with draft propositions were sent to the members States 
and other Asian-African States for their consideration and 
comments. Subsequently, the Report was placed before the 
Inter-sessional meeting of the Sub-committee on the Law of the 
Sea held in Geneva from 28th June to 30th June 1973. The 
deliberations in the Sub-committee concerned topics such as the 
Exclusive Economic Zone, including the Exclusive fishery zone, 
Rights and Interests of land-locked States as well as of the near 
land-locked or geographically disadvantaged States, archipelagos, 
straits and marine pollution. The elaborate exchange of views 
on these topics clarified the positions of several Asian-African 
States. The successful conclusion of this meeting marked an
other milestone in the work of the Committee on the topic of 
the Law of the Sea. Next in the chronological order of the 
Committee’s work on the Law of the Sea is the deliberations in 
the fifteenth session held in Tokyo from January 7 to 14, 1974. 
At its meeting on 7th January, 1974 the Working Group on the 
Law of the Sea recommended that the study prepared by the 
Secretary-General along with the draft formulations should be 
taken as a reference and an aid to discussion. It was also decided



(ii) NOTES ON TOPICS RELATING TO THE 
LAW OF THE SEA TO SERVE AS AN 
AID TO DISCUSSION

1. The Concept of Economic Zone/Patrimonial Sea

2. Fisheries

3. Straits used for International Navigation

4. Archipelagos

5. Rights and Interests of Landlocked States

6. International Regime for the Seabed and Ocean 
floor beyond the Limits of National Jurisdiction.

7. Marine Pollution.

Concept of Economic Zone — Patrimonial Sea

The concept of an Economic Zone/Patrimonial Sea in 
essence, as would be clear from the various declarations and pro
posals, appears to contemplate recognition of certain rights of 
coastal State for the purpose of exploitation of the resources of 
the sea in an area adjacent to their coasts and certain other con
nected rights.

2. In this connection, six questions would appear to 
arise for consideration, namely (1) Whether such rights should 
be recognised in an area of the sea beyond the territorial waters 
of the coastal State ; (2) If such rights are recognised what 
should be the breadth of the area over which these rights could 
be exercised ; (3) What should be the nature of the rights to be 
exercised by the coastal State in such areas ; (4) What rights, if 
any, would States other than the coastal State have in this area ;
(5) What rights should the adjoining landlocked States have or
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be permitted to enjoy in this area, and (6) Whether the regime 
of economic zone/patrimonial sea, if adopted, be universal in 
character or could it be of differing nature depending on the 
particular conditions of each region.

3. There are at present ten proposals and Working 
Papers for consideration which have been introduced before the 
U.N. Sea-Bed Committee, namely : (i) Draft Articles intro
duced by the delegations of Afghanistan, Austria, Belgium, 
Bolivia, Nepal and Singapore.

(A/AC. 138/SC. II/L. 39) ; (ii) Draft Articles on Exclu
sive Economic Zone introduced by 14 African States (A/AC. 
138/SC, II/L. 40) ; (iii) Draft Articles presented by Argentina 
(A/AC. 138/SC. II/L. 37) ; (iv) Working Paper submitted by 
Australia and Norway (A/AC. 138/SC. II/L. 36) ; (v) Working 
Paper submitted by the Chinese Delegation (A/AC. 138/SC. 
Il/L. 34) ; (vi) Draft Articles jointly presented by Colombia, 
Mexico and Venezuela (A/AC. 138/SC. II/L 21) ; (vii) Work
ing Papers submitted by Iceland (A/AC. 138/SC. II/L, 23) ; 
(viii) Proposal by Pakistan (A/AC. 138/SC. II/L. 52); (ix) 
Proposal by Uganda and Zambia (A/AC. 138/SC. II/L. 41) ; 
and (x) Draft Articles introduced by the United States (A/AC. 
138/SC. II/SR. 40).

4. On the first question, namely, whether such rights 
should be recognised in an area of the sea beyond the territorial 
waters of the coastal State, it may be noted that the Fourth 
Summit Conference of the Non-aligned countries held in Algiers 
in September 1973 has supported “the recognition of the rights 
of coastal States in seas adjacent to their coasts and in the soil 
and sub-soil thereof within the zones of national jurisdiction 
not exceeeding 200 miles.” (See paragraph 2 of the Resolution 
concerning the Law of the Sea).

The O.A.U. Declaration on the issues of the Law of the 
Sea adopted by the Council of Ministers in May 1973 also con
tains the following : “The African States recognise the right of 
each coastal State to establish an exclusive economic zone 
beyond their territorial sea whose limits shall not exceed 200 
nautical miles.”



The Santo Domingo Declaration approved by the meeting 
of Ministers of the Caribbean States dated June 7, 1972 also 
recognises certain rights of coastal States in an area adjacent to 
the territorial sea which is to be called the patrimonial sea.

The proposals submitted before the United Nations Sea
Bed Committee all proceed on the basis that the coastal States 
have certain rights in an area of the sea adjoining their coasts 
beyond the limits of the territorial sea (see Article I of the Draft 
Articles on Resource Jurisdiction of the Coastal States beyond 
the Territorial Sea proposed by the Delegations of Afghanistan, 
Austria, Belgium, Bolivia, Nepal and Singapore ; Articles I 
and II of the Draft Articles on Exclusive Economic Zone pro
posed by fourteen African States ; Article IV of the Draft 
Articles submitted by Argentina ; Article I ‘A’ of the Working 
Paper submitted by the Delegations of Australia and Norway ; 
Article II of the Working Paper submitted by the Chinese Dele
gation ; Article IV of the Draft Articles on Treaty submitted 
by Colombia, Mexico and Venezuela ; the Working Paper sub
mitted by Iceland ; Article II of the Proposals submitted by 
Pakistan ; Article IV of the proposals submitted by Uganda 
and Zambia ; Article I of the United States Draft Articles for 
a Chapter on the Rights and Duties of States in the sea-bed 
economic area).

If such a right is recognised what should be the breadth of the 
area over which these rights could be exercised-

5. On this question, the Resolution adopted by the 
Summit Conference of Non-aligned nations, the O.A.U. Decla
ration as well as the Santo Domingo Declaration provide for a 
maximum breadth of 200 miles to be measured from the appro
priate baselines.

Some of the proposals introduced before the U.N. Sea-Bed 
Committee also adopted the maximum breadth of 200 miles 
(see Article III of the Draft Articles on Exclusive Economic 
Zone introduced by fourteen African States ; the Working 
Paper submitted by the Delegations of Australia and Norway ; 
Article II of the Working Paper submitted by the Chinese 
Delegation ; Article 8 of the Draft Articles introduced by
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Colombia, Mexico and Venezuela ; the Working Paper submit
ted by Iceland and the Proposals submitted by the Delegation 
of Pakistan). Certain proposals, however, do not indicate any 
limit for the zone (see Draft Articles submitted by Afghanistan, 
Austria, Belgium, Bolivia, Nepal and Singapore ; Draft Articles 
proposed by Uganda and Zambia ; Draft Articles proposed by 
the United States). Some of the proposals also provide that the 
limits of the zone shall be fixed in accordance with certain 
criteria which take into account the geographical, geological, 
biological, ecological, economic and national security factors 
of the coastal States establishing the zone (see Article 5 
of the Argentina Draft, Article I of the proposal submitted by 
14 African States and the proposal of Iceland). The Draft 
Articles presented by Argentina provide for 200 miles or such 
greater distance coincident with the epicontinental sea.

What should be the nature of the rights to be exercised by the 
coastal State in such areas.

6. On this question, the Non-aligned Declaration stipu
lates that the purpose of establishment of a zone is for “exploit
ing natural resources and protecting the other conected interests 
of their peoples without prejudice either to the freedom of 
navigation and overflight, where applicable, or to the regime 
relating to the continental shelf”. The O.A U. Declaration 
provides that “in such zone, the coastal States shall exercise 
permanent sovereignty over all the living and mineral resources 
and shall manage the zone without undue interference with the 
other legitimate uses of the sea, namely, freedom of navigation, 
overflight and laying the cables and pipelines.” This declara
tion also considers that “scientific research and the control of 
marine pollution in the economic zone shall be subject to the 
jurisdiction of the coastal State.”

The Santo Domingo Declaration recognises that “the coastal 
State has sovereign rights over the renewable natural resources 
which are found in the waters, in the sea-bed and in the 
subsoil” of the patrimonial sea. This Declaration further 
provides that “the coastal State has the duty to promote and 
the rieht to resulate the conduct of scientific research within
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the patrimonial sea as well as the right to adopt the necessary 
measures to prevent marine pollution and to ensure its sov
ereignty over the resources of the area.”

The Draft Articles proposed by Afghanistan, Austria, 
Belgium, Balivia, Nepal and Singapore contemplate that the 
coastal States, subject to certain restrictions and reservations as 
contained in the proposal, have the right to explore and exploit 
all living and non-living resources in the zone. They further 
provide that a coastal State may annually reserve for itself a part 
of the maximum yield of fishery resources of the zone.

The proposal introduced by fourteen African States 
contemplates that the establishment of an exclusive economic 
zone shall be for the benefit of the peoples of the State concerned 
and their respective economies in which they shall have sov
ereignty over the renewable and non-renewable natural resources 
for the purpose of exploration and exploitation. Furthermore, 
within the zone the State concerned is to have exclusive jurisdic
tion for the purpose of control, regulation and exploitation of 
both living and non-living resources of the zone and their 
preservation and for the purpose of prevention and control of 
pollution. This proposal clarifies that the rights to be exercised 
over the economic zone shall be exclusive and no other State 
shall explore and exploit the resources therein without obtaining 
the permission of the coastal State. The proposal elaborates in 
Articles VI and VII the nature of the rights in the zone.

The Draft Articles presented by Argentina provide that a 
coastal State shall have sovereign rights over the renewable and 
non-renewable natural resources living and non-living which are 
to be found in the said area (see Article 7). The same is the 
position in the Working Paper submitted by Australia and 
Norway (see Article I A & B) ; in the Chinese Working Paper 
(see Article 2 (2); the Draft Articles of Treaty presented by 
Colombia, Mexico and Venezuela (see Article 4) ; the Working 
Paper submitted by Iceland ; and the United States Draft 
(Article I).

In addition, the right of the coastal State to take regulatory 
or conservation measures are provided for in the Argentine

Draft for various purposes (see Articles 9, 10, 11 and 21 of the 
Draft). Similar provisions also appear in the other proposals 
(see the Chinese Draft Article 2(6) : Article 5 ot the Draft 
Articles of Treaty presented by Colombia, Mexico and 
Venezuela).

The various proposals also contemplate the right of the 
coastal State to carry out scientific research and to take measures 
to prevent pollution within the zone (see Article VII (c) and 
(d) of the proposal of the 14 African States ; Articles 11, 12 and 
22 of the Argentine proposal ; Articles 5 and 6 of the Draft 
Treaty introduced by Colombia, Mexico and Venezuela). The
O. A.U. Declaration vests the jurisdiction in this regard in the 
coastal State (see paragraph 8 of the Declaration). The Santo 
Domingo Declaration considers it to be the right and duty of the 
coastal state to promote and regulate the conduct of scientific 
research and to adopt necessary measures to prevent marine 
pollution (see paragraph 2 of the Declaration on Patrimonial 
Sea).

What rights, if any would other States have in this area.

The O.A.U. Declaration of May 1973 proceeds on the 
basis that within the zone of economic jurisdiction there should 
be no interference with the legitimate uses of the sea namely, 
freedom of navigation, overflight and laying cables and pipelines 
(see paragraph 7 of the Declaration).

The Santo Domingo Declaration also contains similar 
provisions (see paragraph 5 of the Declaration on Patrimonial 
Sea).

The various proposals introduced before the U.N. Sea-Bed 
Committee clearly recognise the principle of freedom of naviga 
tion, right of overflight and the right to lay submarine cables 
subject only to such restrictions as may be necessitated by the 
exercise of the legitimate rights of the coastal State over the zone 
(see the Draft Articles introduced by 14 African States, Article 
IV ; Draft Articles introduced by Argentina Article 13 ; Arti 
cle 2 (4) of the Chinese Working Paper ; Articles 9 and 10 of



the Draft Treaty introduced by Colombia, Mexico and Venezuela ; 
Article 4 of the United States Draft).
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The proposal introduced by Afghanistan and five other 
States further provides that landlocked and coastal States which 
cannot or do not declare a zone shall have the right to participate 
in the exploration and exploitation of the living resources of the 
economic zone of neighbouring coastal States on an equal and 
non-discriminatory basis. The proposal also contemplates certain 
arrangements and guidelines in this connection (see Article II). 
The proposal also provides for exploitation of a certain propor
tion of the living resources within the Zone by other States as 
well subject to certain payments being made. Further, the 
proposal contemplates making of certain contributions by the 
coastal State to an International Authority for sharing by all 
States in an equitable manner (See Article III). The Argentine 
proposal contains provisions for enjoyment of a preferential 
regime by certain states within a region or sub-region which for 
geographical or economic reasons do not or cannot claim jurisdic
tion over a zone (see paragraph 8). The Chinese Working Paper 
provides that other States may engage in fishing, mining and other 
activities pursuant to agreements reached with the coastal State 
(see para. 2 (5).

What should be the rights of the adjoining land-locked States 
in this area.

The Declaration adopted at the Fourth Summit Conference 
of Non-aligned countries has stressed the need to establish a 
preferential system for geographically handicapped developing 
countries including land-locked countries in the matter of ex
ploitation of living resources in the zones of national jurisdiction. 
The O.A.U. Declaration of May 1973 also recognises that the 
landlocked and other disadvantaged countries are entitled to 
share in the exploitation of living resources of neighbouring 
economic zone on equal basis as nationals of coastal States (see 
paragraph 10 of the Declaration). The proposal of Afghanistan 
and five other countries equates landlocked countries with other 
geographically disadvantaged States for special treatment as 
provided in Article II of the proposal. The Draft Articles

introduced by 14 African States provide that nationals of deve
loping landlocked States and other geographically disadvantaged 
States shall enjoy the privilege to fish in the exclusive economic 
zone of the neighbouring States. The proposal, however, leaves 
the modalities of such enjoyment to be determined by agreement 
(Article VIII). The Chinese Working Paper provides that a 
coastal State, shall, in principle, grant to the landlocked and 
shelf-locked States adjacent to its territory common enjoyment 
of a certain proportion of the rights of ownership in its economic 
zone (see Article 2 (3).

Economic Zone on a Regional Basis

The proposal introduced by Uganda and Zambia proceeds 
on a basically different criterion from other proposals. It would 
be noticed that in this proposal all the rights in the economic 
zone both in fishing and non-living resources are to be reserved 
for the exclusive use of States in the regional or sub-regional 
area. The regulation, supervision and management of resources 
are also to vest in regional Commissions.
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Fisheries
There are four broad aspects relating to the subject of 

fisheries which need consideration. These are-

(i) the right of the coastal State to take conservation 
measures for protection of fishery resources in areas 
adjoining its territorial sea; the manner of exercise of 
such rights ; the norms applicable, if any, for such 
measures and the manner of enforcement of the 
measures ;

(ii) conservation measures on the high seas, participation 
of States in adoption of such measures, enforcement 
provisions, international machinery ;

(iii) the right of the coastal State, if any, to establish an 
exclusive fishery zone for the purposes of exploita
tion ; the rights of the coastal State in the fishery
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resources of such a zone, if established ; the rights 
of neighbouring landlocked States and other States, 
if any, in such a zone ; measures for enforcement ; 
breadth of the zone ;

(iv) special rights, if any, of coastal States in the fishery 
resources of the sea adjoining their territorial sea ; 
the rights of other States in the resources of the area ; 
norms, if any, for sharing of the resources.

2. With regard to the first and second aspects, it is now 
fairly well-settled that a coastal State has a special interest in 
conservation measures in areas adjoining its territorial sea, but 
differing views are held on the other issues which need to be 
discussed.

The third aspect is closely linked with the concept of 
exclusive economic zone and is contemplated either as an integral 
part of such a zone or as a fishery zone simpliciter. The 
principles applicable to an exclusive economic zone or a fisheries 
zone appear to be the same or at any rate similar.

The fourth aspect can be and has been viewed from two 
different angles, namely (a) as an alternative to the concept of 
a fishery zone and (b) as a right complementary to but indepen
dent of the concept of a fishery zone.

3. There are altogether nine specific proposals on Fish
eries which were introduced before the U.N. Sea Bed Committee. 
Some of the proposals concern all the aspects mentioned above 
whilst others deal with certain specific matters. In addition, 
the proposals on economic zone contain provisions on Australia 
and new Zealand—Principles for a Fishery Regime (A/AC. 138/ 
SC.II/L.71); Canada—Working Paper on the Management of 
the Living Resources of the Sea (A/AC. 138/SC.II/L.8) ; 
Canada, India, Kenya, Madagascar, Senegal and Sri Lanka— 
Draft Articles on Fisheries (A/AC.138/SC.II/L.38) ; Ecuador, 
Panama and Peru—Draft Articles on Fisheries (A/AC.138/ 
L. 12) ; U.S.A.—Working Paper (A/AC.138/SC.II/L.20) ;
U.S.A. — Revised Draft Articles (A/AC. 138/SC-II/L-9) ;
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U.S.S.R. —Draft Articles (A/AC.138/SC.II/L.6) 
Draft Articles (A/AC.l 38/SC.Il/L.60).

and Zaire —

Conservation Measures

The development of the law which recognises the special 
interest of coastal States to take conservation measures for the 
protection of fishery resources in waters adjoining their coasts 
dates back to various proclamations and national legislations 
which followed the failure of the Hague Codification Conference 
of 1930. The Truman Proclamation of 1945 (United States 
Presidential Proclamation No.2668) took the matter one step 
further by proclaiming establishment of conservation zones and 
by subjecting fishery activities within such zones to the regula
tion and control of the United States.

The Geneva Convention of 1958 on Fishing and Conserva
tion of the Living Resources of the High Seas recognises in Arti
cle 6 the special interest of the coastal State in the maintenance 
of the productivity of the living resources in any area of the high 
seas adjacent to its territorial sea. Article 7 of this Convention 
recognizes the right of the coastal State to take unilateral 
measures of conservation for aforesaid purposes, subject to the 
condition that negotiations with other States concerned have not 
led to any agreement within a period of six mont s. ese 
measures are to be binding on other States also if there is urgent
need for application of the measures, if the measures adopted
are based on scientific findings and if there is no discrimination 
in form or in fact against foreign fishermen.

The various proposals which have been introduced before 
the U.N. Sea Bed Committee either on Fisheries or on Exclusive 
Economic Zone contain provisions with regard to conservation 
and management of fisheries. The general trend in al these 
proposals is to recognise the special interest of the coastal Sta e 
in this matter particularly in areas adjacent to its territorial sea 
or fishery zone. Some of the proposals contemplate an exclusive 
jurisdiction for the coastal State in the matter of conservation
and regulation in the belt of the sea adjacent to the territorial
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for example, Articles II, III, IX and X of the Principles for a 
Fishery Regime introduced by Australia and New Zealand ; 
Articles 1.8,9 and 10 of the Draft Articles introduced by 
Canada, India, Kenya. Madagascar, Senegal and Sri Lanka ; 
Article A of the proposal submitted by Ecuador, Panama and 
Peru). The proposals of Japan and the Soviet Union, however, 
only recognise the special right of the coastal State in certain 
circumstances (See Article 2.4 of the Japanese proposal and 
Article 5 of the Soviet Draft).

Exclusive Fishery Zone

The concept of an Exclusive Fishery Zone appears to have 
its origin in the Canadian proposal made before the Geneva 
Conference in 1960 containing the six plus six formula i.e. a 
territorial sea of six miles and a further exclusive fishery zone 
of six miles. The position today has gone much further and the 
concept of an exclusive fishery zone is now linked with the 
concept of an Exclusive Economic Zone. The States which 
claim an Exclusive Economic Zone consider exclusive right in 
fisheries within the zone as a part of the concept of an Exclusive 
Economic Zone. The proposals on Exclusive Fishery Zone are 
also based on the same principle as the Exclusive Economic 
Zone, namely, the enjoyment of exclusive right in the matter of 
exploitation of the resources of the area. The proposals on 
Fisheries put forward by Australia and New Zealand (A/AC. 
138/SC.II/L.71) ; the proposal of Canada, India, Kenya, 
Madagascar, Senegal and Sri Lanka (A/AC. 138/SC.II/L.38) ; 
the proposal of Ecuador. Panama and Peru (A/AC.138/SC.II/ 
I,.60) follow this basis. Moreover, all the proposals on Exclusive 
Zone/Patrimonial Sea contain provisions for exclusive fishing 
rights within the zone.

Special Rights of Coastal States in t 
adjoining their Territorial Sea

The special rights of the coastal State in the fisheries in 
waters adjoining their territorial sea appear to have been 
recognised in Article I of the Geneva Convention 1958 on 
Fisheries even though in a somewhat limited way. The
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proposals of Japan (A/AC. 138/SC.II/L. 12) and that of the Soviet 
Union (A/AC. 138/SC.II/L.6) recognise certain preferential rights 
for the coastal States in the fishery resources of the area 
adjoining their territorial sea even though Japan and the Soviet 
Union do not recognise the concept of the Exclusive Economic 
Zone. Some of the proposals claim preferential rights in the 
areas adjacent to the Exclusive Fisheries Zone as an additional 
right to their exclusive rights in the Fisheries Zone (See the 
joint proposal of Canada, India, Kenya, Madagascar, Senegal 
and Sri Lanka ; the proposal of Ecuador, Panama and Peru as 
also the proposal of Argentina on Economic Zone).

Straits used for International Navigation

One of the crucial issues which has been left unresolved 
by the two Geneva Conferences on the Law of the Sea is the 
question of passage through straits used for international navi
gation and other related issues. This topic is closely linked with 
the question of the breadth of the territorial sea. Both the 
United States of America and the Soviet Union attach consider
able importance to this matter ; it is also of special importance 
to the countries of Asia and Africa as there are a large number 
of straits in this region which are normally used for international
navigation.

2. A strait, in the traditional sense for the purposes of 
international law, has been understood as forming a passage 
between two parts of the high seas. International Conventions 
of the type of the Lausanne Convention of 1923 and Montreux 
Convention of 1936 were usually concluded for the purpose of 
regulating the passage of ships through straits. The question of 
the delimitation of the territorial waters in straits as also the 
question of passage through straits were discussed both at the 
Hague Codification Conference of 1930 and the Geneva Con
ferences of 1958 and 1960.

3 There are six proposals on this topic namely the joint 
Eight Power proposal (A/AC.138/SC.II/L.18) and the proposals 
of Fiji (A/AC. 138/SC.II/L.42), Italy (A/AC.138/SC.II/L.30), 
Poland (A/AC. 138/SC.II/L.49), U.S.A. and U.S.S.R.



4. The main questions 
relation to this topic are :

(a)

arise consideration in

What should be the definition of a ‘ strait used for 
international navigation”. Is it the geographical 
position, or the width of the strait or the volume of 
traffic that passes through the strait ?

What should be the nature of the passage of ships 
through straits which fall within the territorial waters 
of a State or States and the right of overflight for 
aircraft. In this connection should any distinction be 
made between straits which are Jess than 6 miles in 
width and those which are wider, also as between 
straits lying off major international routes and those 
which are used by international shipping ?

(c) If the principle of freedom of navigation and over
flight is recognised in respect of passage through 
straits or certain categories of straits, should any 
restrictions or limitations be recognised on such right 
in respect of any class or category of ships or aircraft 
such as Government controlled vessels, warships, 
submarines and aircraft used for military purposes ?

5. On the first question, it may be stated that the Soviet 
proposal would appear to contemplate that straits lying off the 
major international routes and used by the coastal states only 
may well be considered to be outside the regime of straits used 
for international navigation. The Maltese Draft (A/AC. 138/ 
SC.II/L.28) appears to interpret the phrase ' straits used for 
international navigation” as meaning straits which, because of 
their characteristics, e.g. width and depth are of such a nature 
that they permit the passage of ships of types and classes 
normally used in voyage between one state and another. No 
other draft proposal attempts any definition.

6. On the second question, the view which had been 
hitherto held is that in the absence of special treaty provisions, 
the character of passage throuah Straits whirh fall
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territorial waters of a state or states, is innocent passage. The 
concept of freedom of navigation in its application to straits is 
new. This has been advocated having regard to the considera
tion that with the recognition of a 12-mile belt for the territorial 
sea, a large number of straits would fall within the territorial 
sea of a state or states. It is obvious that “freedom of passage” 
would be applicable in respect of those parts of straits which lie 
outside territorial waters, but the question is whether this 
concept should be applicable over the belts which fall within 
the territorial sea. Another question which may also require 
consideration is in the event of the concept of “freedom of 
navigation” being recognised should this also be applicable to 
straits which are less than six miles in width. The Italian 
proposal (A/AC.138/SC.II/L.30) makes the concept of “innocent 
passage” applicable to the straits which are not more than six 
miles wide, straits which lie between coasts of the same state and 
the straits which are near other routes of communication. The 
O.A.U. Declaration of May 1973 has endorsed the principle of 
innocent passage through straits. This basis has also been 
adopted in the proposals put forward by Fiji (A/AC.l 38/SC.II/ 
L.42) and the eight power proposal (A/AC.138/SC.II/L.18) 
The concept of freedom of navigation is the basis of the pro 
posais of U.S.A. and U.S.S.R. The Maltese proposal (A/AC 
138/SC.II/L.28) follows an altogether different basis.

7. On the third question it may be stated that even the 
Montreux Convention of 1936 contained certain restrictions 
(See Articles 2 to 7 and 8 to 22 of the Convention). The Soviet 
proposal also appears to suggest certain limitations.

Archipelagos

The concept of archipelago as applied to archipelagic 
States as also the question of establishment of a special regime 
concerning mid-ocean archipelagos are matters of special interest 
to some of the member States of the Committee. These questions 
"'ere generally discussed in the Hague Codification Conference 
1930, in the International Law Commission as also during the 
Geneva Conferences on the Law of the Sea in 1958 and 1960 
but no conclusions could be reached due to wide divergence



of views and lack of available technical data — in fact no 
detailed consideration was given to the matter in the Geneva 
Conferences.

2. There are only two proposals on this topic, namely, 
the Draft Articles on Archipelagos introduced by Fiji, Indo
nesia, Mauritius and the Philippines (A/AC.138/SC.II/L. 48) 
and the United Kingdom Draft Articles on the Rights and 
Duties of Archipelagic States (A/AC. 138/SC. II/L. 44). In 
addition, the Draft Articles on Territorial Sea introduced by 
the Delegation of Uruguay (A/AC. 138/SC. II/L. 24), the draft 
submitted jointly by Ecuador, Panama and Peru (A/AC. 138/ 
SC. II/L. 27) as also the Chinese Working Paper on Exclusive 
Economic Zone contain provisions with regard to archipelago.

(i) the definition of a mid-ocean archipelago and an 
‘archipelagic State’ ;

(ii) whether and in what circumstances a special regime 
can be recognised applicable to mid-ocean archipelagic 
States which would enable those States to draw base
lines for the purpose of delimiting their territorial 
sea from the outermost points of the outermost islands 
forming part of an archipelago ;

If the special regime applicable to archipelagos is 
based on certain distance or other criterion as bet
ween the islands comprising the archipelagic State 
would it be permissible for that State to apply the 
special regime to different groups of islands forming 
part of an archipelago or the archipelagic State ;

(iv) What would be the character of the waters enclosed 
within the group of islands forming the archipelago 
and the right of navigation therein and overflights ;

(v) In the event of a special regime being accepted for 
the purpose of the drawing of baselines in relation to

the territorial sea, would any special provision be 
required in the matter of continental shelf, economic 
zone or exclusive fishery zone ?

4. On the first question the Four Power Draft (Fiji, 
Indonesia, Mauritius and the Philippines) contains a compre
hensive definition of both the expressions “archipelagic State” 
and “archipelago” (see Article 3). The United Kingdom Draft 
in Article 1 fulfils the purpose of a definition by prescribing the 
conditions under which a State can declare itself as an archipe
lagic State. Article 12 of the Uruguayan Draft, Article 3 
of the joint proposal of Ecuador, Panama and Peru, and 
Section 1 paragraph (6) of the Chinese Working Paper 
contain provisions to indicate as to what is to be regarded as an 
archipelagic State.

On the second question, the O.A.U. Declaration ol 
May 1973 has endorsed the principle that the baselines of any 
archipelagic State may be drawn by connecting the outermost 
points of the outermost islands of the archipelago for the pur
pose of determining the territorial sea of the archipelagic State. 
The joint proposal of Indonesia, Fiji, Mauritius and the Phili
ppines also proceeds on this basis (Article II of the Draft 
Articles). Article 12 of the Uruguayan Draft and Article 3 of 
the joint draft of Ecuador, Panama and Peru contain similar 
provisions. Section 1 paragraph 6 of the Chinese Working 
Paper, though not very specific on this issue, appears to proceed 
on the same concept. The United Kingdom Draft makes 
detailed provisions indicating some limitations.

6. On the third question, the United Kingdom proposal 
would appear to contemplate that in cases where it is not possi
ble to treat the whole of the State as one archipelago according 
to the criteria suggested in the proposal a part or parts of that 
State which fulfil the conditions may be declared as an archi
pelagic State. Although in the Four Power proposal there is 
no such provision, such a possibility is not excluded and this 
®ay well be fitted in having regard to the flexibility in the de
finition of the archipelagic State (Article 1 of the Draft).



which require consideration on

7. On the fourth question, Article III of the Four Power 
draft designates the waters within the baselines as “archipelagic 
waters” over which the archipelagic State is to enjoy sovereign 
rights. The Uruguay Draft as also the joint draft of Ecuador, 
Panama and Peru consider those waters to be internal waters. 
The United Kingdom draft also recognises the sovereign rights 
of the archipelagic States in the waters enclosed within the 
perimeter.

As regards the right of navigation and overflight the 
United Kingdom draft contemplates a dual regime of passage. 
Articles 7 and 8 of the draft provide that in those parts of the 
archipelagic waters which are being used as routes for interna
tional navigation the regime of passage would be that of 
‘straits’, whilst in the remaining parts of the waters the 
principle of‘innocent passage’ would apply. The Four Power 
Draft contains detailed provisions in this regard in Articles 4 
and 5 based primarily on the concept of ‘innocent passage’. 
Articles 8 and 9 of the Draft deals with the question of passage 
of warships. The Uruguayan Draft in paragraph 12 contem
plates innocent passage’ for passage of ships through archipe
lagic waters whereas the joint Draft of Ecuador, Panama and 
Peru provides for passage “in accordance with the provisions 
laid down by the archipelagic State.”

8. On the fifth question no proposals have been put for
ward so far presumably because of the assumption that once a 
decision is taken about the delimitation of the territorial sea of 
the archipelagic State other matters would automatically follow. 
This assumption may not always be helpful and may in fact 
stand in the way of several States accepting the special regime 
for the archipelagic States. Some discussion on this question 
is therefore necessary.

Rights and Interests of Landlocked States

The position of landlocked States vis-a-vis the Law of the 
Sea is a matter of particular importance to the Asian-African 
community in view of the fact that out of 29 landlocked States 
in the world, six happen to be in Asia and 14 in Africa.

2. Two comprehensive proposals have been put forward 
before the U.N. Sea-Bed Committee on this topic, namely, the 
Seven-Power Draft Articles relating to landlocked States 
sponsored by Afghanistan, Bolivia, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, 
Mali, Nepal and Zambia (A/AC. 138/93) and an independent 
proposal by Bolivia (A/AC. 138/92). In addition, provisions 
regarding the rights of landlocked States are found in the 
various proposals on the International Sea-Bed Regime as 
also in the proposals concerning Economic Zones. The draft 
formulations prepared by a drafting Group for the A.A.L.C.C. 
Special Study Group on Landlocked States also contain useful 
material which rr ’

3. The main quest! 
this topic are :

(a) Right of access to the sea and transit through the 
territory of a State or States for purposes thereof — 
question

(b) Transit through international rivers for the purpose 
of access to the sea including navigational rights in 
such river

(c) Sharing or oenenis m rne resources or rne sea, 
particularly in the Exclusive Economic Zones of 
neighbouring coastal States of the region ;

(d) The access to the international sea-bed area beyond 
the limits of national jurisdiction ; and

(e) Participation in the international regime for the sea
bed and in international machinery.

4. On the first question, the matter for consideration is 
whether the right of a landlocked State of access to the sea 
should be worked out on the basis of bilateral or multilateral 
agreements and secondly, whether the concept of reciprocity 
should find a place in the agreements with the transit state. It 
has been urged that since the right of transit already exists in 
international law, exercise of that right should not be made the



subject-matter of any agreement, bilateral or multilateral, 
because in so doing the very right may become precarious and 
might, in fact, be negatived in certain cases. It has also been 
stated that the right of access to the sea of the landlocked 
State would hardly be a right if it was to be made subject to 
agreement with the transit States and questions have been posed 
as to how the right of landlocked State could be properly 
protected if the negotiations with transit States failed. On the 
other hand, it is said that even though the right of transit and 
access existed, the exercise of such right had to be regulated in 
consultation with the transit State especially in the matter of 
prescribing the transit routes etc. which are to be made availa
ble for the purpose. Practical difficulties in entering into 
bilateral agreements in certain regions have been experienced 
and on that ground it has been suggested that the transit State 
should be under an obligation to act in good faith and the 
subject-matter of the agreement between the landlocked and the 
transit states should be confined to specifying details with regard 
to the exercise of such right. Articles II and III of the Seven- 
Power Draft (A/AC. 138/93) proceed on the basis that the right 
of landlocked States to free access to and from the sea forms an 
integral part of the principles of international law. The Boli
vian proposal also contains similar provisions. Proposition II 
of the principles recommended by the A.A.L.C.C. Special 
Study Group also proceeds on the basis that each landlocked 
State has the right to free access to and from the sea, but Pro
position III makes the transit of persons and goods of landlocked 
States through a transit State dependent on bilateral and multi
lateral agreements and on the principle of reciprocity.

On the question of reciprocity, it has been stated on the 
one hand that this concept was out of place because the require
ment of transit of the landlocked States was based on necessity 
arising from the geographical disability from which a landlocked 
State suffers and it could not therefore be equated with any 
possible need for transit by a coastal State through a landlocked 
State. The other view is that, although the right of transit for 
a landlocked State is qualitatively different, the element of 
reciprocity may be relevant to strengthen the right of the land
locked State and to promote co-operation between the two

States. Article 16 of the Seven-Power Draft provides that 
since free transit of landlocked States forms part of their right 
of free access to and from the sea which belongs to them in 
view of their special geographical position, reciprocity should 
not be a condition of free transit of landlocked States but may 
be agreed upon between the parties concerned. The Bolivian 
Draft also incorporates substantially the same provision.

It may be stated that the O.A.U. Declaration of May 1973 
has endorsed in principle the right of access to and from the 
sea by the landlocked African countries as also the right of land
locked and other disadvantaged countries to share in the exploi
tation of the living resources of neighbouring economic zones 
on equal basis as nationals of coastal States. The Declaration 
adopted by the Fourth Summit Conference of Non-aligned 
Nations in September 1973 has also stressed the need to estab
lish a preferential system for geographically handicapped deve
loping countries including landlocked countries in respect both 
of access to the sea and of the exploitation of living resources 
in zones of national jurisdiction.

5. On the second question, Article 12 of the Seven- 
Power Draft provides that landlocked State shall have the right 
of access to and from the sea through navigable rivers which 
pass through its territory and the territory of a transit State or 
forms a common boundary between those States and the land
locked State.

6. On the third question, it has already been stated that 
both the O.A.U. Declaration and the Declaration adopted at 
the Fourth Summit Conference of Non-aligned States recognise 
the right of landlocked States to share in the benefits of the 
resources of the sea and particularly in the zones of national 
jurisdiction or exclusive economic zones established by the 
neighbouring coastal States. The proposals concerning the 
regime of such zones also contain provisions to safeguard the 
rights of landlocked States. There are, however, two matters on 
which differing views exist, namely ( 1) whether the benefit of 
participation on an equal footing with the coastal States con 
cerned should be restricted to exploitation of the living resources
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or should they include both living and non-living resources ; 
and (2) whether this right of participation should be confined to 
the nationals of landlocked States or should they have the com
petence to grant leases or licences in respect of such rights and 
to have foreign assistance in their participation. The O.A.U. 
Declaration seems to contemplate a share in the exploitation of 
the living resources only and most of the proposals on econo
mic zones follow the same pattern. The Bolivian Draft, how
ever, provides that developing landlocked States should have 
the same obligations and rights as the contiguous developing 
coastal States with regard to participation in the living resources 
of the seas adjacent to the region, the natural resources of 
the continental shelf and those living in the sea-bed or subsoil 
thereof within the limits of national jurisdiction/exclusive 
economic zones. Similar provisions are also found in the 
proposals of Uganda and Zambia on Economic Zones.

7. On the fourth question, Article 17 of the Seven- 
Power Draft provides that landlocked States shall have the 
right of free access to and from the area of the sea-bed in order 
to enable them to participate in the exploration and exploitation 
of the area and that landlocked States shall have the right to use 
all means and facilities for this purpose with regard to traffic 
in transit.

8. On the fifth question various drafts on international 
machinery provide for the participation of landlocked States. 
The Seven-Power Draft in Article 18 contemplates that in any 
organ of the international sea-bed machinery in which not all 
member States could be represented, in particularly its Council, 
there should be an adequate and proportionate number of 
landlocked States both developing and developed. Article 19 
of this Draft advocates that the decisions in any organ of the 
machinery on questions of substance should be made with due 
regard to the special needs and problems of landlocked States,

International Regime for the sea-bed and ocean floor beyond the 
limits of National Jurisdiction

The Declaration of Principles contained in the U.N. Reso
lution 2749(XXV) of 17 December 1970 sets out the general
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principles to govern the nature, scope and basic provisions of 
the international regime and the machinery. Principle 1 
solemnly declares that the sea-bed and the ocean floor, and the 
sub-soil thereof, beyond the limits of national jurisdiction as 
well as the resources of the area, are the common heritage of 
mankind.

The Declaration of Santo-Domingo inter alia proclaims 
that the sea-bed and its resources, beyond the patrimonial sea 
and beyond the continental shelf not covered by the former are 
the common heritage of mankind.

Similarly, the Organisation of African Unity Declaration 
on the issue of the Law of the Sea, reaffirms the belief of African 
States in the Declaration of Principles, embodied in resolution 
2749(XXV). These principles, as the authors of the Declaration 
believe, should be translated into treaty articles to govern the 
area. In their view, particularly the principle of common heri
tage of mankind should in no way be limited in its scope by 
restrictive interpretations.

More recently, the Resolution concerning the Law of the 
Sea adopted at the fourth Summit Conference of the non- 
aligned countries also reaffirms that the resources of the sea-bed 
and ocean floor and the subsoil thereof beyond the limits of 
national jurisdiction are the common heritage of mankind. 
Further, the Resolution stresses the need to take the Declaration 
of Principles adopted by the United Nations as a basis for 
establishing an international regime.

There are as many as 26 proposals before the U.N. Sea
bed Committee on this issue. There are also a number of 
problems that require to be considered and these are briefly 
discussed below :

I. First is the problem of defining the area of the sea-bed 
that lies beyond the national jurisdiction on which no substantial 
progress could be made so far. The various proposals submitted 
before the U.N. Sea-bed Committee and the aforesaid Declara
tions are either silent or tentative. The Working Group I of



line every point on which is at a distance of not more 
than 100 nautical miles from the nearest point on the 
said baselines.

OR (B)

The Area shall comprise the sea-bed and the sub-soil 
thereof seaward of the outer limit of the coastal sea-bed area in 
which the coastal State by virtue of Article...(of the Conven
tion...) exercises sovereign rights for the purpose of exploring 
and exploiting the mineral resources of the coastal sea-bed area.

OR (C)

The Area shall comprise the sea-bed and ocean space and 
subsoil thereof beyond the limits of national jurisdiction.

OR (D)

The limit of the sea-bed to which these Articles apply shall 
be the outer lower edge of the continental margin which adjoins 
the abyssal plains or when that edge is at a distance of less than 
200 miles from the coast, up to that distance.

II. Another problem closely related to the question of the 
limits of the area is whether the regime should apply only to the
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sea-bed or it should apply to all ocean space beyond national 
jurisdiction.

Among the proposals submitted before the U.N. Sea-bed 
Committee, the United States. United Kingdom. U.S.S.R., and 
Japan’s proposals affirm that the envisaged international regime 
should not affect the legal status of the superjacent waters as 
high seas, or that of the air space above those waters. The 
Canadian draft recognises the intimate relationship between 
activities on the sea-bed and those in the superjacent waters and 
suggests that the proposed Convention should provide for a sort 
of ‘'peaceful co-existence” between surface activities and bottom 
activities. In contrast, the authors of the Maltese draft take an 
extreme view. They consider it necessary to enlarge the scope 
of the regime to include ocean space as a whole and its resources 
beyond national jurisdiction. In their view, it would be an 
illusion to pretend that a future international regime would have 
no effect on the legal status of the superjacent waters or on the 
exploitation of resources other than minerals.

HI. Next is the question of scope of the regime. 
Consideration of the scope of the regime appears to raise at least 
two important problems ; one relates to the resources that are to 
be covered by the regime. The approach adopted in various 
proposals reveals the divergences of view.

The United Kingdom draft reproduces the definition of 
the term “natural resources” as adopted in the 1958 Convention 
on the Continental ShelP, and considers that this definition could 
equally be applied to the sea-bed area beyond the national
jurisdiction.

The Polish working paper considers that the scope of the

1. Article 2, paragraph 4 of the 1958 Geneva Convention on the Conti
nental Shelf defines “natural resources” as “the mineral and other
non-living resources of the sea-bed and the subsoil together with 
living organisms belonging to sedentary species, that is to say, 
organisms which, at the harvestable stage, either are immobile on or 
under the sea-bed or are unable to move except m constant physical 
contact with the seabed or the subsoil.
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international regime should be confined to exploitation of the 
mineral resources of the sea-bed and the ocean floor and subsoil 
thereof beyond the limits of the Continental Shelf. It stipulates 
that the regime would not be concerned with any activity con
ducted on the surface of the seas and oceans nor in the waters 
thereof, unless such activity constituted part of an exploratory or 
exploiting activity with regard to mineral resources of the interna
tional area ; in particular the organisation would not deal 
with the extraction of minerals from sea-water. While support
ing the concept that the regime should not apply to the living 
resources of the sea-bed, the Polish draft elaborates that the 
exclusion of matters relating to the biological resources of the 
sea-bed and the ocean floor from the competence of the organisa
tion is prompted by the desire to retain homogeneity of its 
functions. Moreover, it considers the problem of the living 
resources of the sea-bed and the ocean floor beyond the limits 
of the Continental Shelf is one which is of small, if at all of any 
practical importance.

The Canadian draft considers it both premature and 
unnecessary at this stage to come to a definite view one way or 
another on the possible applicability of the international sea-bed 
regime to living sea-bed resources. On the other hand, the 
13-Power Latin American draft stresses that the regime should 
cover not merely the living and non-living resources of the area 
but also, if it is to be consistent with the concept of common 
heritage of mankind, the whole of the area itself and all activities 
directly or indirectly related to its utilisation.

IV. Another relevant aspect for consideration in relation 
to the scope of the regime would appear to be the question 
whether the international machinery should be empowered to 
explore and exploit the international area of the sea-bed.

The Declaration of Santo-Domingo specifically provides 
that the Area should be subject to the regime to be established 
by international agreement, establishing an international author
ity empowered to undertake all activities in the area, parti
cularly the exploration, exploitation, protection of the marine

through third parties, in the manner and under the conditions 
that may be established by common agreement.

The Declaration of the Organisation of the African Unity 
also affirms that the international machinery should be invested 
with strong and comprehensive powers, which would also 
include the right to explore and exploit the area.

The Resolution of the fourth Summit Conference of the 
Mon-Aliened countries also stresses the need to set up an interna
tional authority to undertake, under its effective control either 
directly or by any other means on which it may decide, 
all activities related to exploration of the zone and exploitation 
of its resources.

Amongst the various drafts submitted before the U.N. 
Sea-bed Committee, the French proposal, theU.S.S.R. proposal, 
the Polish draft, the United Kingdom draft expressly oppose 
the view that the proposed international machinery should have 
direct operational powers. The Canadian draft, while suggesting 
slow and cautious approach, does not rule out the possibility ot 
entrusting the proposed machinery with the power to engage in 
exploitation at some future stage, particularly if that would 
facilitate full participation by the developing countries in the 
exploration of the sea-bed resources by means ot joint ventures 
with the international machinery.

The proposal submitted jointly by the delegations of 
Afghanistan, Austria. Belgium, Hungary, Nepal, Netherlands 
and Singapore suggests that the decision should be left to the 
Authority itself The sponsors of the proposal consider that 
even if the exploration and exploitation of any particular part 
of the international area by the authority itself might not be 
economically profitable, it might, however, be useful tor 
developing countries in connection with the training of person 
nel and the transfer of technology and “know-how'’.

Under the Tanzanian draft, all activities of exploration 
and exploitation of the resources of the area and other 

he conducted bv or on behalf ot the



International Sea-bed Authority, or by a Contracting Party or 
natural or juridical persons under its or their sponsorship, all 
subject to the general supervision and control of the Interna
tional Sea-bed Authority. Article 16 of the draft further 
provides that the International Sea-bed Authority would either 
itself explore and exploit the International Sea-bed area by 
means of its own facilities or would issue licences to Contract
ing Parties.

Colombia, Ecuador, El-Salvador, Guatemala, Guyana, Jamaica, 
Mexico, Panama, Peru, Trinidad and Tobago, Uruguay and 
Venezuela, does not envisage delegation of power to exploit. 
The sponsors of the proposal consider that since the concept of 
common heritage applies to both the area itself and the re
sources of the area, the International Authority should supervise 
the area itself and ensure that any activities carried out in it 
would not impair the heritage of which it is the trustee.

V. The next issue relates to the powers and functions of 
the Authority in general, as well as the powers and functions of 
its organs. In that connection, perhaps the most crucial pro
blem that would require serious consideration would appear to 
be the composition and decision-making procedures of the 
executive organ of the Authority. At the same time, a cautious 
approach would also be necessary while defining Authority’s 
powers concerning control of price fluctuations for certain 
minerals and implications of exploitation of the resources of the 
area, including their processing and marketing.

The Declaration of the Organisation of African Unity 
considers that the machinery should be invested with strong 
and comprehensive powers. Among others, it should deal with 
equitable distribution of benefits and minimize any adverse 
economic effects by the fluctuation of prices of raw materials 
resulting from activities carried out in the area. It should 
distribute equitably among all developing countries the proceeds 
from any tax (fiscal imposition) levied in connection with activi
ties relating to the exploitation of the area. It should protect 
the marine environment, regulate and conduct scientific research.

(iv) Approval ; and

(v) Supervision and Management.

Furthermore, some proposals also stipulate the details in 
regard to the powers and functions covering :

Promotion of international co-operation in the 
international area ;

Safeguarding the marine environment ;

Maintenance of the ecological balance :

Preparation of guidelines and rules relating to equit
able sharing of benefits derived from the area ,

Ensuring participation of landlocked and other 
geographically disadvantaged states in exploration 
and exploitation of the Area ;

Providing guidelines for appropriate agreements and 
arrangements between landlocked or other geographi
cally disadvantaged states and transit states ,

Promotion of scientific research in the Area.

1.

o.

6.
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The proposals submitted by the delegations of the United 
States. United Kingdom. France, Italy, Japan, Tanzania contain 
detailed provisions regarding the system of issuing licences for 
the exploration and exploitation of the sea-bed resources. In 
that connection, some of these proposals also envisage establish
ment of subsidiary organs. Consideration of these issues would 
appear to be of immense importance.

The problem of marine pollution is one of the key issues 
for consideration in the forthcoming Conference on the Law of 
the Sea. It is envisaged that a suitable framework of law in 
relation to the marine environment could be formulated on the 
basis of general guidelines and principles for the preservation of 
the marine environment recommended by Governments from 
time to time. Some of the principles reflecting the common 
provisions contained in various proposals submitted before the 
U.N. Sea-bed Committee, and also in the Declarations of 
O.A.U. and Santo Domingo are discussed below :

(7) It is recognised that all States have an obligation 
under international law to protect the marine environment and 
remove any danger of pollution.

The Declaration of Santo Domingo recognises the duty of 
every State to refrain from performing acts which may pollute 
the sea and its sea-bed, either inside or outside its respective 
jurisdictions. Similarly, the Declaration of the Organisation of 
African States contains the right of every State to manage its 
resources pursuant to its environmental policies and an obliga
tion towards prevention and control of pollution of the marine 
environment. Principle 2! of the Stockholm Declaration pro
vides that in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations 
and the principles of international law, States have the sovereign 
right to exploit their own resources pursuant to their own en
vironmental policies, and also have the responsibility to ensure 
that activities within their jurisdiction or control do not cause 
damage to the environment of other States or the areas beyond 
the limits of national jurisdiction.
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This cardinal principle of international law is also recog
nised in various draft proposals submitted before the United 
Nations Sea-bed Committee. Article 1 of the Canadian draft. 
Principle (a) of the Australian draft, Article 2, paragraph 1 (a) 
of the Maltese draft, Article I of the U.S. draft, Article VII 
of the Kenyan draft, Article III of the Norwegian draft, para
graph 2 of the draft submitted by the delegations of Ecuador, 
El-Salvador, Peru and Uruguay contain such provisions.

(2) States should take appropriate measures either indi
vidually or jointly, to preserve and protect the marine environ
ment.

The Declaration of the Organisation of African States 
provides that States should take all possible measures, indivi
dually or jointly, so that activities carried out under their 
jurisdiction or control do not cause pollution damage to other 
States and to the marine environment as a whole. Article 2, 
paragraph (b) of the Maltese proposal, Article 2 of the U.S.S.R. 
draft. Principle (a) of the Australian draft, Article III of the 
Norwegian draft. Article II (l) ot the Canadian draft, Article 
VIII of the Kenyan draft and paragraph 8 of the draft submitted 
by the delegations of Ecuador, El-Salvador. Peru and Uruguay 
stipulate provisions to this effect.

(5) In the formulation of their national legislation, States 
should take into account relevant international Conventions and 
standards developed by competent international organisations so 
that there could be proper harmonisation between national and 
international measures.

The Declaration of the Organisation of African States 
stipulates that in formulating such measures, States should take 
maximum account of the provisions of existing international or 
regional pollution control conventions and of relevant principles 
and recommendations proposed by competent international or 
regional organisations. Article 11(2) ot the Canadian dratt, 
Principle (b) of ihe Australian proposal, Article VIII of the 
Kenyan draft, Article VI of the Norwegian draft and paragraph 
8 of the draft submitted by the delegations of Ecuador, 
El-Salvador, Peru and Uruguay contain such provisions
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(4) States are obliged to guard against transferring 
damage or hazard from one part of the environment to 
another.

Article XV of the Kenyan draft, Principle (e) of the 
Australian draft, paragraph 24 of the draft submitted by 
Ecuador, El-Salvador, Peru and Uruguay and Article XIII of 
the Norwegian draft incorporate such provisions.

(5) States should support and contribute effectively to 
international programmes drawn up for expanding scientific 
knowledge and research on various aspects of prevention of pollu
tion of the marine environment. To achieve that end States 
should cooperate on global, regional and national basis.

Articles 4 and 6 of the Soviet draft, Article V of the 
Canadian draft, and Principle (d) of the Australian draft, 
Article XIV of the Kenyan draft, paragraphs 11 and 13 of the 
draft submitted by the delegations of Ecuador, El-Salvador, Peru 
and Uruguay and Article V of the Norwegian draft contain 
such provisions.

(6) States should cooperate to develop further the inter
national law regarding liability and compensation for the victims 
of pollution and other environmental damage caused by activities 
within the jurisdiction or control of such States to areas beyond 
their jurisdiction.

The Declaration of Santo Domingo stresses the need for 
recognition of international responsibility of physical or juridi
cal persons damaging the marine environment and suggests 
drawing up of an international agreement, preferably of a world
wide scope. Article VII of the Canadian draft, Article 3 of 
the Soviet draft, Article XVIII of the Kenyan draft, Article XX 
of the Norwegian draft, paragraph 7 of the draft submitted by 
the delegation of Ecuador, El-Salvador, Peru and Uruguay and 
the proposal submitted by the delegations of Trinidad and 
Tobago also contain provisions on this aspect.

(7) A coastal State would enjoy necessary rights and 
powers to exercise effective control and implement its enforce
ment measures.

Some proposals envisage that a coastal State should be 
able to take action to prevent, mitigate or eliminate dangers to 
its coastlines resulting from the accidents on the high seas. The 
Thirteen-Power proposal (proposal submitted jointly by the 
delegations of Australia, Canada, Colombia, Fiji, Ghana, Iceland, 
Iran, Jamaica, Kenya, Mexico, New Zealand, Philippines and 
United Republic of Tanzania), the Four-Power proposal 
(proposal submitted jointly by the delegations of Ecuador, El- 
Salvador, Peru and Uruguay), the proposals of the delegations 
of Canada, France, Japan, Kenya, Malta, Netherlands, Norway 
and the United States contain relevant provisions on this 
matter.



(iii) SUMMARY RECORD OF DISCUSSIONS 
HELD AT THE FIFTEENTH SESSION

Al its second meeting held on 8th January 1974, the Com
mittee began its discussion on the Law of the Sea. The Rappor
teur of the Working Group and the Sub-Committee on the Law 
of the Sea reviewed the developments which had taken place 
since the Fourteenth Session of the Committee held in New 
Delhi in January 1973. He gave an account of the progress of 
the work done in the First Committee of the General Assembly 
of the United Nations during the XXVIII Session and at the 
First Session of the United Nations Plenipotentiaries Conference 
of the Third Law of the Sea Conference held in New York in 
December 1973.

The Chairman of the A.A.L.C.C. Study Group on Land
locked states made a detailed statement. He felt that the land
locked states should not think about their own self interest alone, 
but ought to see that the interests of all nations, coastal and non
coastal, landlocked and disadvantaged as well as transit and 
maritime countries should be realised equally in the forthcoming 
conference and within the framework of equality and justice. In 
his view, to create problems for implementation of the right of 
access to and from the sea, or to ask too much in violation of 
other legal rights such as the right of free navigation and com
munication and the principle of common heritage of mankind 
would not be beneficial to anyone.

On the question of Economic Zone or Patrimonial Sea, 
he said that it should not be rejected outright. However, 
recognition of such regime should in no way be in conflict with 
freedom of navigation, over flights, laying of cables and pipelines 
and above all the rights and interests of the landlocked states. 
As regards fishery, he said that coastal states should recognize 
the right of landlocked states to fish on equal footing subject to

certain conditions such as the obligation not to transfer that 
right or lease to a third party. In regard to straits, he thought 
that, although it was closely related to the question of the 
breadth of the territorial sea, the different character of each 
strait and its localized or international or universal aspect, as 
well as the political, geographical and security aspect of each 
of the straits would have to be considered individually.

On the question of international regime for the sea-bed, 
he supported a strong and powerful international authority in 
which not only coastal and marine powers, but land-locked and 
other disadvantaged states should participate in proportion to 
their number, needs and geographical location. Lastly, on the 
question of rights and interests of land-locked countries, he 
stressed that right of free access to and from the sea was an 
established legal right just as the right of way in common law. 
However, it was closely linked with technical facilities such as 
the means of transport, sea ports and free access to territorial 
sea and economic zone as well as reaching to the sea-bed and 
ocean floor beyond the limits of national jurisdiction for the 
purpose of exploration and exploitation of the resources. Com
menting on the formulations prepared by the Secretariat, he 
said that paragraph 2 of principle 2 of the formulation sought 
to leave the right of free access at the mercy of the coastal 
states. Further, principle 5, under which the routes of transit 
should be determined by coastal states would create obstacles 
in the way of free access and free transit and might destroy the 
whole concept of right of access for land-locked countries by 
introducing the element of reciprocity.

The delegate of Iran felt that because of the complex nature 
of the problems and the special geographical, economic and 
social factors involved in the use of the seas, it was not possible 
to reach agreement on each and every issue, and adopt a com
pletely unified stand on all i he subjects relating to the Lav; of 
the Sea. In his view, conservation of the living resources of the 
sea, fisheries management and protection of the marine environ
ment and anti-pollution measures were amongst the various 
fields on which the Coastal States of a narrow sea could co 
ordinate their efforts. To illustrate his point of view, the



delegate referred to the bilateral agreements reached on the conti
nental shelf of the Persian Gulf, which he felt, had clearly 
vindicated the fact that the problems involved in the delimit
ation of the areas under national jurisdiction were by no means 
insurmountable in a narrow sea. Speaking about his Govern
ment’s proclamation of October 30th, 1973 establishing the 
outer limits of Iran’s exclusive fishing zone in the Gulf and the 
Sea of Oman, the delegate said that Iran’s action was based on 
historic fishing rights on the Iranian Coastal inhabitants as 
specified in the Law of April 12, 1959 regarding the territorial 
Sea of Iran. Moreover, it was mainly designed to prevent 
foreign fishing fleets from unauthorized exploitation of the living 
resources of the seas adjacent to Iranian Coast. Further, in 
determining the outer limits of Iran’s exclusive fishing zone, 
two criteria had been taken into account. In the Persian Gulf, 
the outer limits of the zone had been set at the outer limits of 
the superjacent waters of Iran’s continental shelf. Accordingly, 
where the continental shelf of Iran had been delimited by agree
ment with other Gulf States, the outer limits of Iran’s fishing zone 
would correspond to the continental shelf line as specified in the 
agreements; and where Iran’s continental shelf had not been 
delimited under a bilateral agreement, the fishing zone would be 
determined by a median line equidistant from the baselines of 
the two countries. In the Sea of Oman w'here the continental 
shelf dropped abruptly at a short distance from the Coast, a dis
tance criterion of 50 miles had been adopted. Lastly, the 
delegate considered that the establishment of a regional fisheries 
Commission composed of fisheries experts of all the Gulf States 
could be usefully conceived of as a measure to ensure the ration
al use of the seas adjacent to the coasts of the Gulf States.

The delegate of Indonesia reiterated the archipelagic 
principles introduced by his delegation in the UN Sea-bed Com
mittee (Document A/AC-130/SC II/L-15). The delegate felt that 
the most encouraging development to the archipelagic concept 
was the endorsement of the archipelagic principles by the 
African slates in the O AU Declaration of 1973. He expressed 
his delegation’s ardent wish that the support to the concept of 
archipelago would continue to grow further.
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On the question of passage through straits used for interna
tional navigation, the delegate referred to the UN Document 
A/AC-138/SC II/L-18 and said that the document attempted to 
strike a balance betw een the need of other countries to pass 
through national straits used for international navigation and 
the needs of Coastal States themselves to protect their “peace, 
good order and security.” He explained that the aforesaid 
document was not at all intended to obstruct international navi
gation, as some powers, motivated by their own interests to 
maintain their global military mobility, would like the world to 
believe. On the contrary, it was an attempt to facilitate interna
tional navigation, including the quickest possible passage of 
the military vessels, yet at the same time avoiding the possible 
negative effects of such navigation to the “peace, good order 
and security” of the Coastal States, especially those poor and 
militarily weak coastals in the Asian-African world.

In regard to other problems for consideration in the forth
coming conference on the Law of the Sea, the delegate said that 
the future law of the sea must be able to ensure economic 
development of the developing countries, safeguard the security 
and political stability of developing and militarily non-powerful 
coastal states, and give the developing countries more chance 
and possibilities to participate in national development and 
management of the ocean resources and space beyond the limits 
of national jurisdiction.

Commenting on the paper prepared by the Secretariat, the 
delegate said that he could not accept Section C dealing with 
archipelagic waters. Provisions of Paragraphs 2 and 3 of Section 
C, he thought, was tantamount to denying the archipelagic 
states the possibility to control the resources in the economic 
zone. Another paragraph which his delegation could not accept 
was paragraph 3 in which some waters of the archipelago was 
amputated or chopped off to become straits where the regime 
of passage would be different. In his view, there would be a 
clear recognition of the innocent passage for foreign vessels 
through sea lanes in the archipelagic waters, and any amputa
tion of archipelagic concept piece by piece would make it 
meaningless.



The delegate of Sri Lanka elaborated his government’s 
position on the question of the Rules of Procedure for the forth
coming conference on the Law of the Sea. He favoured incor
poration in the Rules a provision for decisions at the plenary 
stage to be taken by a majority of two-thirds of the states pre
sent and voting. Other proposals such as those for larger 
majorities, e.g., three-fourths or nine-tenths, or decision by a 
specified number of the participants casting positive votes, were 
not acceptable to his delegation. Further, he stressed that the 
problem of competing texts, in the absence of a single “basic 
proposal” such as had been provided in the past by the Interna
tional Law Commission, should also be recognized and resolved 
in an orderly and equitable manner.

On the question of establishment of the regime and machin
ery to govern the sea-bed and ocean floor beyond the limits of 
national jurisdiction, the delegate felt that much new ground 
was to be covered. In his view if the envisaged international 
authority was asked to issue licences for exploration and exploi
tation, the adoption of detailed operational rules to give effect 
to such a licensing system could not be avoided. If, on the 
other hand, it was decided to adopt a system whereby the interna
tional authority could itself be solely responsible for explora
tion and exploitation of the area beyond national jurisdiction, 
but would normally contract with state or private enterprises 
possessing the requisite financing and technological capacity in 
order to carry out such exploration and exploitation, then a 
different set of operational rules could be required.

His delegation was inclined to favour a position whereby 
the international authority could have sole responsibility for the 
exploration and exploitation of the sea-bed beyond national 
jurisdiction, but would enter into contractual arrangements for 
the discharge of those responsibilities. The operational rules in 
this case, would prescribe the basic legal framework of the 
contractual arrangements to be entered into with the entity 
carrying out exploration or exploitation activities on behalf of 
the international authority, as well as particular rules for such 
activities as scientific research, general survey and exploration, 
feasibilitv studv. construction, exploitation, handling of
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production, recovery of project costs, marketing and in certain 
circumstances, transportation as well. In addition, rules would 
be necessary for adequate supervision and control of the con
tracting agency by the international authority through requiring 
prior consultation and submission of designs, specifications and 
work programmes, as well as through regular inspection and 
reporting.

In regard to the basic subjects of the territorial sea and 
the exclusive economic zone, the delegate stressed the need for 
securing mutual accommodation of the interests of coastal, land
locked and other geographically disadvantaged states, bearing in 
mind the over-riding and all-pervasive community of interests 
of those countries as economically deprived and technologically 
backward.

Lastly, as regards the question of transit of ships through 
straits used for international navigation that lay within the 
territorial sea of the coastal states, the delegate considered that 
it should be restricted to “innocent passage”. Moreover, if it 
could be possible to work out objective criteria by reference to 
which the “innocence” or otherwise of a vessel’s transit were to 
be assessed, the principle of “innocent passage” might well offer 
an acceptable basis for discussion with those major maritime 
powers supporting a concept of “free transit" through straits.

The delegate of Japan expressed the view that the Law ot 
the Sea Conference was the ultimate manifestation of the sove
reignty and sovereign equality of states and each participating 
stale had the right to ensure that its own interests were properly 
reflected in the formulation of the treaty provisions in harmony 
with the interests of others. While sharing the view that there 
could be no genuine or meaningful reconciliation of interests 
unless the view-points of developing countries were clearly 
identified and fully appreciated, he felt that solutions to the 
problems which beset the community of nations did not lie in 
the imposition of the views of any section of that community. In 
stressing the need for mutual concessions, the delegate said that a 
greater and fairer chance should be reserved to those countries 
which had hitherto béen denied under the traditional legal
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regime the opportunities to participate fully in the utilization of 
the resources of the sea, in particular, the developing countries 
and the geographically disadvantaged states. To that extent, 
advanced maritime states, and where necessary, the geographi
cally advantaged states would be required to make concessions 
so as to accommodate the developing countries and the less 
advantaged states.

Commenting on the proposals for the establishment of a 
broad coastal state resource jurisdiction, such as the proposed 
Exclusive Economic Zones or the Patrimonial Sea, the delegate 
said that unless the rights and interests of other states were duly 
protected and accommodated, it would accentuate rather than 
diminish the existing inequities due to geographical accidents 
and would not contribute towards promotions of peace and 
welfare of the mankind of tomorrow. In other words, efforts 
should be made in search of a new legal regime in which a 
greater portion of the world’s oceans would be reserved for the 
fair and equitable utilization by all members of the international 
community. He sincerely hoped that the working paper on 
Fishery submitted by his delegation to the U.N. Sea-bed Com
mittee in the summer of 1972, with certain modifications, could 
provide a useful basis for a pragmatic accommodation of the 
conflicting interests among states concerned in the field of the 
exploitation of the marine living resources.

On the question of straits used for international naviga
tion, the delegate said that his country attached great importance 
to the recognition of rules which would accord international 
shipping an unimpeded right of passage through such interna
tional straits. This, however, did not mean that ships on 
passage should be free from application of any regulation by the 
coastal state concerned. In his view, they must comply with 
the coastal state’s laws and regulations enacted in accordance 
with the accepted international rules and standards regarding, 
inter alia, preservation of the marine environment. He was 
convinced that, if an agreement could be reached on this newly 
defined right of passage through straits applicable to interna
tional shipping, it would be highly beneficial for the international

In regard to the problem of archipelago, the delegate was 
prepared to give it sympathetic consideration for its recognition 
in international law in an appropriate form. However, he felt 
that the establishment of a regime of archipelago could, unless 
the legitimate interests of other states were accommodated, 
result in a substantial curtailment of the rights previously 
enjoyed by them respecting various uses of the sea.

Regarding the question of marine pollution, the delegate 
said that, it was a multi-facet problem requiring a truly 
comprehensive approach. In his view, two different world 
community interests needed to be reconciled : on the one hand, 
the effective preservation of the marine environment and, on 
the other, the protection of the rights of states to the legitimate 
uses of the sea, regarding in particular the right of navigation. 
As regards the ships, the principle of flag-state jurisdiction 
would have to be supplemented by an approach which would 
recognize a greater responsibility in the hands of the coastal 
state. However, a mere extension of jurisdiction of the coastal 
state would not be considered apppropriate, unless the interests 
of the international community in the maintenance of the free
dom of communication were safeguarded. In that connection, 
he referred to the proposal submitted by his delegation to the 
U.N. Sea-bed Committee concerning enforcement competence of 
the coastal state. According to that proposal, a coastal state 
might, in a limited area adjacent to the territorial sea, enforce 
internationally accepted rules and standards for the prevention 
of marine pollution in cases where a violation of such rules and 
standards had taken place.

Finally, he thought that, to ensure effective control of 
marine pollution, the concept of port state jurisdiction could be 
given serious consideration.

The observer from Peru described the whole gamut of the 
problems relating to the Law of the Sea as a confrontation bet-



ween a minority of maritime powers, and a majority of develop
ing countries. In his view, the former today, as ever, persisted 
in a conservative position intended to maintain narrow limits of 
national sovereignty and jurisdiction for utilizing and exploiting 
the seas in accordance with economic and military objectives 
that might secure them a shared hegemony over the world. 
The latter, more today than ever, had assumed a progressive 
position and demanded the right to dispose of the resources 
existing in the adjacent seas as a means to free themselves from 
foreign domination and to promote the development and welfare 
of their people. Facing that crucial controversy, an increasing 
number of medium powers shared the position of the third 
world countries and supported the recognition of extensive 
maritime zones, in which they might protect their national 
interests up to a 200-mile limit which had thus become the 
basic element of any international agreement and an irreplace
able symbol of the new Law of the Sea. Further, the represen
tative of Peru outlined in detail the areas of agreement which, 
in his view existed among coastal countries of different degrees 
of development who shared the new philosophy of the Law of 
the Sea.

On the question of straits used for international navigation, 
the representative of Peru supported the position of the countries 
which maintained the concept of innocent passage as the proper 
regime to be applied, supplemented by more precise regulations 
for reconciling the rights and interests of those coastal and other 
states. With regard to the regime for archipelagos, he fully 
supported the concepts and principles proposed by the Archi
pelagic States. In his view, those principles represented a 
logical solution to various problems which arise from the parti
cular position of those countries, while respecting at the same 
time the interests of international communication.

On the question of the continental shelf, he considered that 
the sovereign rights of coastal states must be preserved up to the 
continental margin, even if it extended beyond the 200-mile 
limit as no other country could claim a better right to the sub
merged part of the territories of particular state than that state
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Lastly, speaking about the concept of the economic zone, 
the representative said that, since that formula had gained 
ground, the Governments of the conservative powers were now 
directing their efforts to undermine the unitary concept of the 
200-miles zone through the distinction of the regimes applicable 
on one hand to the Sea-bed and on the other hand, to the super
jacent water. Such a division, in his view, pretended to ignore 
the interdependence of respective spaces and of the activities 
carried out in them, which required a single authority to regulate 
the management of the zone with regard to natural resources, 
pollution, scientific research, the implacement and use of instal
lations in the sea, its soil and sub-soil.

The delegate of Pakistan considered that the interests of 
the land-locked and transit states were inter-connected and 
inseparable. In his view, the question of transit was essentially 
bilateral in character. Elaborating his point of view, the dele
gate observed that the access to the sea through the territory of 
a transit state was something which the land-locked states 
enjoyed only through bilateral and multi-lateral agreements 
among the states concerned. There was no connection between 
the concept of the freedom of the high seas and the question of 
access to and from the sea and transit through another state. 
He observed that the existing international law on the subject as 
embodied in the convention on the territorial sea and the conti
guous zone of 1958 and the Convention on Transit Trade of 
Land-locked States of 1965 expressly supported his point of 
view. Also, he had strong reservations to the assertion that the 
right of transit was unqualified and un-encumbered, or fully 
established. Lastly, the delegate clarified that his observations 
should not be construed to mean that he did not sympathize 
with the special problems of land-locked states. The objective 
solution, as he considered, was that since the right of transit of 
land-locked states could be interpreted only as an encroachment 
on the sovereignty of the transit state, the extent to which the 
transit state was willing to place limitation on its sovereignty 
should be determined by itself and on the basis of bilateral 
aprpements between the parties concerned.
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the 9th January. 1974. the delegate of the Philippines 
emphasised that the archipelagic position essentially meant the 
very life of an archipelago as one nation, its waters, its land and 
its people as one indivisible whole. He stated that, especially 
last year, the concept has been given concrete articulation and 
that recognition has been given to the fact that particular and 
distinct rules must be applied to the waters of an archipelago.

He appreciated the recognition given to the concept of 
archipelago in the Organisation of African States Declaration on 
the issue of the Law of the Sea, adopted at Addis-Ababa in 
May 1973. The Declaration, as he saw it, stated succinctly and 
accurately the archipelagic position. It recognised that the 
waters within the baselines of an archipelago were distinct 
from the territorial sea outside the baselines and that the 
waters within the baselines together with the islands of the 
archipelago constituted integral parts of the archipelagic state 
itself. In his view, it was clear that the rights of archipelagos 
over the waters within the baselines could not possibly be less 
but should be greater than those which they had over the 
territorial sea which lay outside the baselines.

Commenting on the formulations prepared by the 
A.A.LC.C. Secretariat, the delegate said that, some of the 
suggestions or proposals would have the effect of destroying the 
concept itself. He explained that like many of the issues of 
the Law of the Sea, the archipelagic position had basically two 
aspects : namely, that of navigation and that of resources 
exploitation both living and non-living. On navigation his 
delegation was prepared to grant the rights of innocent passage 
through designated sea lanes. He could not accept the conten
tion of some states to grant the right of free passage through 
those sea lanes or the right of innocent passage through all the 
waters of the archipelagos. He reiterated that those waters 
were within the baselines and they were integral parts of the 
archipelagos. Any free passage through waters of the archipe
lago would constitute such an intrusion into the archipelago 
itself that the concept would become substantially meaningless.

As to resource exploitation, the suggestion that foreign
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fishermen who bad been fishing in the waters of the archipelago 
should be allowed to continue fishing there was also not accep
table to his delegation He asked how other states could 
possibly have fishing rights over waters of an archipelago when 
such rights are not enjoyed in territorial seas. He recalled that 
waters of an archipelago were within, not outside, the baselines 
of the state.

He stated that although the waters of an archipelago were 
integral parts of its territory and subject to the state s dominion 
and sovereign power, his country would be prepared to grant to 
other states certain privileges over those waters, but not any 
right such as that of free passage which would render the 
concept meaningless and the integrity of the archipelagic state 
an illusion.

The observer for Canada said that as regards the natural 
resources of the continental shelves, the law and practice of 
states had already determined that coastal states had the exclu
sive sovereign right to exploit and any restrictions of whatsoever 
form were not acceptable to his delegation. However, exploita
tion of (he sea-bed resources beyond the continental margin 
should be for the benefit of mankind as a whole and that of 
developing countries in particular. In his view, the -uccess of 
any new Authority with the overall responsibility for sca-bed 
activities in the international area could be assured only by a 
pragmatic approach taking due account of the economic factors 
involved such as investments, production and marketing.

With respect to the living resources of the sea, he said that 
for most of the fish species it was the coastal stale that would 
be best able to manage and conserve them. In his view, the 
essential consideration for any sound management system should 
be that the stocks should be treated as a whole. He lelt that it 
would be a folly to exercise control to any arbitrary limit which 
may be totally devoid of meaning in respect of the natural habits 
of fish species. This, however, did not imply that the needs and 
practices of other fishing nations should be ignored. His country 
was prepared to let others acquire a just portion of the maxi
mum sustainable yield, provided those foreign activities were
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a ur*rt without pnernoEiAeaiton, but not to stop, exempt in an 
uuai|tiKj. IW to mJBo<ilvn. except b the raiiuraum oecemuiry 
l'nr w[f de Rince and IockJ navigation. Further, Iie Ehu-u^ihl 
thftl lUiEei hnrJcrLDg arnusi sImimI.I Move ccrtolji riic;l:ri jn r!v|irti 
o( navigation m Lhe alniLh I Fie fighti rnvisnged. ih mjdl 1 n 
to Ihflh DOW ««vised in umc lira lu Jn <be form ofunltli: 
«parution ichctpea, were [Jinse relui mg to ctumpii, lima). 
Jmmigrilitti and sanitary maMefj hh] aJw the r-*t! io regular 
Klein",, rr^.iïch and lo n..Lt regulation* for the present urn 
JQd cOQtiol of pcUnü-HI

Al tf|K|à du; [oaeept «r jtnhipthfQ, the ropreaentallve
willing to nippon ihc concept pfovided rhui satisfactory 

criEwii ■ ould be ilcverope.i lo ^online Hic t]Timber of urchJ* 
pclagui HuiL would he mco^n.jnd hv lim ne# convwLmn lu 
1 hOKf h c h were genuinely ;i ichJ pelagK ■ 11 ch j r in.11 r

On ibe quetlKHT &r n-i nnnuc ion*, hc referred to (he 
proposai ^uhttimed by !:.* iJç^flaLoû lo plier *iU- Ibe de le
go uor< or ïverway, which eipreùiy rtoogaiied ihi' rtgliE of the 
«jmuI lUlcto eafahliih an «..Tiomic loue up (n a 'imuiLum 
dutnnee at 2(K] aiuucal TiLiiei Cfoi-i the Applicable ba.idiueh for 
meaiurmg the tern tonal >u* Also on the mite o t Fisher u-l, he 
COruiJcrckl lhat ihc co.tstiU mue should have the m^Il! ro
«mbllih » uoneflf tucluïivn rtfhery Jüriidktioti «tending up 10
il ditluite ni" ?i'-M nautical nu le*

On I he question ot the *on( menial liidf. hr Uni thaï 
Üi«e already eauta) un impôt tant body Cf .ni* ma lie pal qmd< 
tniry tu* it wtN at the lîi* Trcnevi t>M*ertiiio+ which aeiy 
de-* Uu on the 1object piiu: hkï. into «coLnr. He ■grer.l 
Wirh lb- obnr^er from Peru eJi.lï the enisling nghLs of [lie 
cim.imI ihUe entended to the Btitn cd^c DF (ht CcwtfncnuJ 
Margin

fiLMly, he made Tew brief ubnervaiiocs m retukm to 
(he rilV1|H|:cd ■ I lut hirers to unvrrn 1hc nrertilTTWl su-hed
regime

I he dekgote of T'eit.-.Jrtfd njnvuLcrcd that I Fie Hrilctl 
M .:■ ■ ■■ ^i-n-ried Dedarjlmn On Prirtciplei ÛCKeminji ihr Ür:i 
in i! amt Uceim flooT nmJ Suli w?ll l hereof btymid Lhc Intuit «.I
.............1 1 mind if....... Litiiihl.LhnJ ............ or mm mon her 1 igt
of maflklod Which was ofn IcgilK- bmdim naJure. En bn ^irw, 
an uuportnijt Lajk pf 1be fotlhe-omn:f ooorc.Tnoe un)-.;..] he to 
td 1 1 the rulet aimed al del* lut? Ehv curtrnls and Ihc tMplKa- 
lioni <4 Ehc ranntH'D htriuge. and Kt up the appnypnalc 
machmerr to rn^rc tquiQMt un «r the heritage, Ai Fjt m the
VlC*i of lin ideitiiEjon were eon^ernnl. he advuted ........ Fir
BUt ' i-:-. < ' he Mtujn mun( liLive ’hr power la enplorr mul 
nptoil Hie am, Lo regubiu tile -I-iivitics in [he U 1 cmd m 
hardll equllabEfl dittribllUpB frT beiefla, Tbe d ck 1 ■ that 
onlv 1F1 rough controlling (he mcafti of production ibaT lbc machin
ery would be able !■ eruuft cqumble Ji^nbotiOh Of bene'ir^ 
Ud pay dirt illcdLan to the mKf«(! of ihi dnflopAi MtUltm 
A liHiniHf tyiten, (w it, u piofmnl hy arum dnïk,[iï(| 
caiuipHi in the United Nalxmi Swtrtll Commutée would r»t 
ITHl the machinery complete conETol of eiploratron uid explpi- 
Ulk r W Fnle tLiOngl;, r e 1 np !ht concepl ul t ncluuve
Ecoiwnuc Zone, the delegate referred to the prnpOMil A,1 AC, 
III^C LI TL.4Û and wiJ UiüL the iioncepI of economu .-.'nr 
■■ISOuIlI 1.11 indeed worry anyone unce imprte t>f it* r ulu ■■ 1 >
H wouJlI ,ilw pecommodate th" inttreaU of l.itriJ-kKkeii stjlr: id
alsure the Eiving mouren Of 1 '■■■. .ne,-. Similarly, the . Lrttau
of ntjj[hbeurji]° developing Sain would be 13ten are of by 
gi-. iig (hrm reurrKlI prefertmiull 1 rca! ment withsu Ehc area 
1^.- cxcluu^erew *ûu!lI copk lus!;. ;d h> Fit ai dmcufll walur 
fiihm; Setu were ^oitccrned Furl her, the concept wnurd 
en- --iriir a wujcj area for pidpCr Conservation of Lhc Living 
r- ■ ri n:F'fL.iL-d by mr ferptortalJon and ihe uicreasiiiB m.ili n:r 
l'üJl.iciLiri In htl view, adcquiFe copiervifion could nolH Pu re 
fort, be practically effected without (renter control by Coûtai 
Stale-.

! hr deb naif üf Stpai fvll C-ü the iLiubk nnnslser If 
dcvelpprttg lahd kKhed cc-uitlncs Oflhc «orktr oaong to Eh*ir 
ftoinp^l bnw<y*pt and madequaEc phytkll infrulruclure, 
■*erc nul æPIç to reap ÜlC beticliE of internatLOlUit Untie .Mill



tummcr;-; la hif up*. n if:c developing liud-l4CkJ CMinlm* 
hjd ihf r : proçntli ALI • pryipçrltong WLlh iilhcf TOCtnbcn
iff tht *Uthi commkffiiiy on equal footing, the right ml free 
athi cmre«Qttcd icitu to and from Lhe sett he glUi mucod n> 
tbtfttl.

Thoddcjacfl referred to Km historic U N ^eJ-L-oti J)r,|.i- 
riLi i- n 111 N Resolution ihd slid ibat thil DecJsrxlhd
'iviiiiM remain lilir ■ voviir >.1 r r n n ■ ot a fascipaEuu fct.......f I he
lind-lockcd coimln« IWUld nul 1m lhc nghl to pf r[K;f m 
i nr exploration aod capliQrt*U*& of Ihe scH-bed and ID ren’nira 
He welcomed tli< propoiil lo establish an inltmil^iul rcjiDt 
and appropriait machraery M er.iure the equitable lharutg uF 
tuch r'-viiirccs beyond (He 11rUEl tfF national jurisdiction I or 
■hr benefit ai ail mankind ho hoped thut the laitd-hicked 
coupmei world be represented adequately and pro r1 iOSlh I çl y 
in ji-l'Ii luichraery or orgim. AI [he wmt liant. he iiu unhappy 
Lo tune ihe gigwinj tendeOL-y lo umhunlly extend the liniu of 
naliulinl jurisdiction by HVtnl lEatfH Ho Appealed to the 
rm1 it'.n ». having means Id e*pk*l u tfd iramreei ptttdm( * 
(CV convention and ra loul divtftrd of Ihe appeal of I ht world 
body and Ibe »üjM luJttt

In ennantttinn with txChiliH flvuiyamir zone of fuller y 
ïOftff. the delegate said that lhc «clusivepess should r01 in any 
wiy exclude the land locked ODuMtH* From [ht ftjrffciif ol'lhtir 
j.jjl-.t ovn such zone Ho firmly asserted lhal. in ihe pum of 
establishment ofnny tuch Ciclunw jone. Ibt tights Md inttKiu 
df L.icid-locked countries should nbl he JoOpardr7td and lhc land
locked o-outi [rid should no I be dco* ived of lheir éué share m 
lhe [c«surets pf the sea whether Unn; of ncm-livm*

Tht otKifcr for (he USSR, fcK ib» new ralkfn 
mutiny frmd recent scir al die devctopmetJl and technological 
progress made ;t ficcesinry (O work ÛM some new rrgi ibiUOn*. 
wrtii tew mftEiwrdi for inttraiuof iimn md some now rules 
in the held nr Lht law efther.c.i. in his vi*w. there wa-, no 
oilier way \q establish rul=£ of Inlcrnnliohnl law eicep! [hr Tlif 
of [lot-odnlions and miiiuBlty agreed wluUoil of question* it 10 
Lhe cduienl: ti well u precise fnmnlationi of the new nilm lo

ll

& rn Ihc re lain between ilaHI llirir righls iind obi i|jitt ions
ai '■■■'-11 .ig me 1eriil mgmie fur «4 4rcnt and [ht «t..... lour.

Oit lhc question offliherin, whklt appreciating ihe ipuni 
concern Of lhc eoastaj stales, he '.i d, rh.Li else coasra] d*vclopifi( 
liiunI « were jusuhed ld tbqr demand for inclusion n a fulure 
conveptidh on ibt la* of lhe ms such pTüviùoiU and rclo* n 
would rrfleer »nd prelect iVif naiional micresti in mp«< of 
living iodorib neai iheir cooi!j HuPe^er, it the urne Lmia, 
rtic inlcresli of other Hate* engaged m Fishing On [hr high scan 
should be tihcD iffto Hcwnl u wbB, fn his rtnr. tye Blution 
cirtlie preNem of the otmicrraljon and réfutation tn cxploiM- 
non ni living resource m cn.ihlnl nc■> IMltrH could only be ft und 
on 1 ho batli of iIn principle of reimoiuiblc. rational comhrniüon 
ni legilmuite interrsti o! nil counlnn

On ibt (|utstj&n of regime of uraii* he r#Fened » the 
proposal. Mlbrnmed by h.s .JfJet»Sioo in ihe U- S. lut bed 
ConKiiillir, which. .□ h:i ww. com t urd provElions for ensuring 
■«uni) md other special: iBtrrrsti of The ccjostaJ itiiKi of rhe 
Urilts u .(ilo {uevirim cnafirming [tie prindpbe df I'rteJoin nf 
pusage

Tbt observer rot the United Afnçefom said that hit Govern- 
mcnl »u1slcrib*d tb the twifl propositnii reccmlv udoned i. 
Ihe Onnaral Autmbly of trie Uni Led Nil.Him ;hai she problcma 
of dour »|Hit r needed lo be Oobtidetrd u i vbak uid !l..:i n 
war dAinbi* Ibil a oonvnlmn on the Law of [he should 
secuic ihe v-ides: possible acoepearve He «as gEjJ ro note ttuU 
so :.: : t o m mon gro und *nu emr rgi hj be : wee n cou nine: which 
B V" " i lhc Face df it Appeared 0 hn sc p.i rated by gmgriiphy 
an I y (I the F err- ur'.SUtn-^:. | i- rr I r | r|. Ihe propoinl mini- 
b\. Ill- delcgatiun nl' Tfajj coucemn 1/ icghjiul co-cipe'HtIl || ^rnI 
development J-ikr Itin bn ttunll} also recoambrd ihr 
NiipOl Inner oTlIie mediiin Une U . Cnltr or !■ r the dclimJlil a 
üf coiL'r-rmHi ihelvfi of üppmjit and adjacffol eounlj.r- 
i unhrr, on Lhe qutsüoi] of rcgiomil i r m n frmeim and re^jOnal 
rn1 ■ ope 111 mn. be traced lhe vtnoul develop men U that hid ukett 
Pi-I.r ID V region Ja rezurd la she OOncspE of aiChrpela|o. 
he roiieraicd Ihe siewl esprewd by hn Jclçgaiinn il the U N



5e* ted CDOvniltcf meeLii j m Summer r9T3_ A-1 mt, he
emphasised that the archipelagic prtnciptn mull tu aruiurtalect 
ii tile form of objective Cnterin defining ' ighii ■ 'I ll ties 
of sLates wLthjjs 1 ti c fjaniewDri df an i nit t [iaiiKm*J AgretreiErnl

The obiendp for frfltny sutued ibt ftKt ibu the fonh-
:.... mg etrafirence on the L m o I Lhe Sea ^iH hare to Wtjfli oit
M nvi nlioh .iL. epC.ïble Id prnr(iCBll> dll ......... 'I I,L- I...k, if.
hd view. W41 .| Very amhiLiOLL usd diEfic*|l one. InletL'vti at
itaJcr were nun y jmJ v jfwiu l xnd they «ne WJ ckwe » tin ne 
feJLli which were finsdananlftS jnd very ttttfHi*a, However, 
hr tail, rh.ir rlwri were oOl the ililSsuEUei which could mi: he 
ovm ouïe if evtjy,inr wished ta fcjlvc them i» 4i spuil df under 
LlaiuliT'^ ajid 'nnciliaEJOD Ht outlined tm Orivinimtnt'i 
poiiiidd LineenatP Utlcres reUMuft ta Ihc Law of ihr Sea in ir.e 
tine pbctr hu Governinair rtxogmfcd ihe minimum limit or 
200 irilira for dnïsLie of national [iirndicrion over the SCfl-bed
Sei.milly, Elis Government wild in faVolir 01 n (ff l'un: rcc-...... .......
or lhc rights of Ihc slaks uver adjucem seat «Deeming fiH: P( 
Hnwrvri. m hn nnr. Ihe ener ve of ri;.+c t chu should he 
deirmi ined cm * rtponll baV*

Hermine I hr d incussion m I In- nueefljj-.q held OH I'ridm 
lhe l"i January. I ¥74 Ibt abaenwr for Acreortaa ruled ihkl 
hn country alone “Hit olher J-lIjh Afflrrar. v:ji« had had Ah 
»p[l(iwh to thjI'l"-, EC bled to rUliQttal TUril.n/ «K-CrCi Killy 
and j.- -.ill. non of CotHiJ Scan-. which w.iv now more mhl 
mort ihared by many Hates or ill regions, and remarked 1 hn I 
IhlilioUHldhettfiijltd as a fflijnr Irend ecmiÜtuting ihe 
bjiii In; ilit cji -Xuinr-- vJuIjo". which might ba an reed J[»p 
by the Thirl U.N Coftfefencc un the Law of lhc Sea. En ihus 
«imrtMn he mtlltd ID* most recent d edarai ionl, cOncluHkmi, 
tad Rmolutuni, (Manilvldoo I97Ü, Lima 1970, Santo Domini» 
\')72, Yaounde 1972. O A.U. 1973. and Non-AlignedStnnitul 
Meeting I9TJ', as *tl. n rTopOi;. ■. tub nutted to Ihe L \ 5«
bed Catnir.litre. mdoJ n| Ihe Arp:ni;rr draft hfElllcv toutajjsetî 
indncitmcm A,'AC IM&C UfL J7 (Volume 111 of the Com 
rajiwc l-t-Kpiirt or I'iT.l, A/9G2J) He gave u au1 Hisr of |he 
general principles Ujo-i pnraLed in Mfth drsfi. Hated the KOpt 
of Lhe toi n ci |fti right nf the coastal stale over ihe wuer area

wind ma y menti up Lo 1ÜH miles, Hcnonflhg lit ft o graphic* I
p, - iliifiLiLl :ind (.n ï: r i fuLLon involved, ,i mlL mentidood ,ii', ii,( 
their factors, ihc oae rcfmed to by ihe dchfin of Inn, 
namely, lhc enier** ofiht iOii meter nobalh as aa addit imal 
cfenienl Ehst Whi Like* mlo kOoldL He nl reused I hit freedom 
of nivHjptisp and ovetlUfht upplled to the adjoint mirii i me 
4rtn n|' the fcrrJtoriil aca wh :h mflht entend upro 1 ' mJ|« 
Hr esplamed lh n otkr neiiti and iflhndi «rtc aecornmvwJaied 
by the AT^cndne draft, and ebbojitett m pros [■■jns regard me 
ijind locked Cfluntnei iu wcl] ii countries roi «[ending [l| -,nvc- 
reign ughis over un mw beyond I lie 12 imlci tlrrihiiil aeft Ai 
Hi Ihc rnitNtierIfl| *hclf the abictvrt of AJcmi n-i recalled Lh*i 
its gpvejnmeol procbimod Ha uvtrtt<irty over ■! long ign and
q. fOled interciil la ' ■ of 1^+4, I t-t^i ,ind 1966, the laiter roaVtun
irtf ihr de]:m:rau<i[i cnieria □[ Arrrde L ef Ihe t9ji Gcnctt 
i.onvrut i-n. Since le also lui y re- ■ ■ v.nised Lli■■■MStetice of mi 
mlei aadonil se-i bcd area ns Lhr : n'limciti hrnUfie of minliiïh], 
in his view, ii ml cmr that a mme pi«iit dtvmiM of ihe 
nai Kim I - mt efJud jt>iîcl lei-bed hmmJary was (o bf eiubliitied 
T > 'h-ii ejihl he- ndirn ured that the ilcparture had to be preaenl 
internalKmaJ i*wh which id his view rceogniKd the eoasuJ tuia'i 
severe I r.nl y lwü r lhe whole çul ■ ner jpd : j i id- mavi (t ft n ■■■ry up 10 
ÜK outer odge ,-jftbr ir.ir,F,n. In '.3,is cm fiectn.,n he
teferrtd ic trvenl icdes of cunorury Fjw and otherekmcnm 
mpporlmy his npifliLKB ijicElilIuiç thçpr f.C.J. furl^|-.enf Lin i(lT 
conlircn I ilielfof 1969. Further, ; !iis view, ihii depùio.irr. 
tjs the Jïalt of Aïncfitifti piopowd, K«tc» he ,ompJen:v' il 
with wHJiher enteimn, tamely, a druanee vp io >x> mikv to 
jcht’. c 11 ,li ifaolon tulution. Ami he mennaitnf m folio™in/ 
:i ■ ippTOach the Saftto Domiiig» Oedifltlon lhe Declaration 
and Rnolutint oT itw Non-Aligned Countriei approved ir
Affikn 'll )7A, afilL ..... ;iL dr; i' .■ i i des l-u n. i:i■ -d h|. :',-
delfgaliuni lo the Sea-bed Cowmllrr, uk’-.J ng those of 
Cotonhi*. Men ico ml Vmnutli . Auaraiia aad Norway,
1 "n'U Finally, be wm finv.ly of die view ■ !:,■■ r was am 
rnlillfp [<> especl I hit CoitEtal ïLu 11 ■■ woidil rtFinquiih any p.u'l
of tbdr r nrimeiitnI unr^m, even :( thu m beyond Jini mi*-, 
llil VUfitil laltiüi U HfeoK lhe possibility ofraiunrittKin 
by tny Suit of A pan of Hi hM icrrnory
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The delegate of Ghana summed up the reasons for the 
failure of the 1958 and I960 Geneva Conferences on the Law of 
the Sea as follows : firstly, the excessive zeal of developed 
countries to develop international law instead of codifying 
existing principles by introducing for the first time the vital 
interests of coastal states in wide areas ofT their coasts and 
leaving superjacent waters as high seas ; secondly, the adherence 
of developed countries to the traditional view of narrow terri
torial waters and thirdly the attempt by developing countries to 
obtain broader jurisdiction over their adjacent waters. In his 
view, the various conflicting, interests, although complex in 
nature, could be resolved in the spirit of accommodation and 
goodwill. He traced the recent developments in the technology 
of the Sea-bed exploitation and said that scientific research in 
marine environment was a concomitant and necessary pre
requisite to the development of advanced technology relating to 
the sea. In Jiis view, national security considerations had raised 
the question of control of scientific research with a view to 
limiting their abuse.

He felt that the task of the forthcoming law of the sea 
conference would be to resolve the conflicts between the major 
maritime powers, which possessed the world’s largest merchant 
shipping fleet, navies with global strategic interests and distant 
water fishing fleet and therefore demanding maximum mobility 
or in the other words “free transit” and the maintenance of the 
status quo on the one hand, and the developing coastal states 
with rapidly increasing population depending on the seas for 
food and raw materials and therefore interested in extending 
their jurisdiction over waters adjacent to their coasts. Further, 
he said that the extension of his country’s territorial waters from 
12 miles to 30 miles was considered essentia! not only because 
of the national security considerations, but also to protect the 
marine environment from pollution. On a regional level Ghana 
was an important fishing nation and therefore stressed the need 
for recognition of regional arrangements whether on bilateral or 
multilateral basis giving fishing rights to countries within the 
region. Lastly, lie said that his government fully supported the 
decisions of the O.A.U. as contained in the O.A.U. Declaration 
on issues relating to the law of the sea.

85

The observer for Spain described the peculiar geographical 
characteristics of his country and stated that his country attach
ed great importance to the issues relating to the law of the sea. 
He Telt that the views of his Government were very close to the 
views of the Afro-Asian countries, and in general of the coun
tries of the third world. Although, his country’s declared 
territorial sea limit was six miles he recognised that establishment 
of a twelve mile territorial sea was entirely in accordance with 
the international law. Like many other delegations, he also 
shared the view that the normal rule of navigation through 
territorial seas, including the straits, was that of innocent passage. 
However, he was also aware of the need for a re-examination 
and a precision of that concept, taking into account the techno
logical and scientific developments and the need to grant all 
required guarantees to peaceful international maritime navigation. 
He referred to the proposal submitted by his delegation together 
with the delegations of Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, 
Yemen, Cyprus, Greece and Morrocco to the U.N. Sea-bed 
Committee (L. 18). In that connection, he said that the innocent 
passage principle referred only to shipping and bad nothing to 
do with the passage of aircraft.

On the question of archipelago, he fully supported the 
positions of Indonesia, the Philippines. Fiji and Mauritius and 
stated that some principles of the archipelagic states should be 
applied "mutates mutandis" to the archipelagos of “mixed 
states”. Concerning the continental shelf, his delegation sup
ported the principle that the breadth of the continental shelf 
should be measured according to Che criteria of distance on the 
surface up to a distance of 200 miles. In his view, it was 
essential to find some solution to take into account the vested 
rights exercised by some states beyond the limit of 200 miles. 
On the question of economic zone, he accepted the principle 
that the coastal state had functional jurisdiction beyond the 
territorial sea for the preservation and exploitation of the 
resources of the zone. To that end, the coastal state enjoyed 
certain rights to take measures to regulate fishing and to protect 
the natural resources of the zone. However, at the same time, 
while exercising such right, the coastal state should also take
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inU- fl[»L>iiril :ht in L: reus of ihc third 3alrs inJ i]\?> itieil 
iiili jn:i:ii'. (a fish nidfr tlu following condition : .f the ccuttod 
nuifi du dim H%H lftïJi of ihe- périma bit ciicli r^liiTi? 
hr .,nnr;d ■■■il in j-i-rar-Jmee with the rej::■ jU'ti* k: .it1'■ ■■ hed t 
I lie foin and Ihnt be maniai benefit to the econtiHua --f tn i!i 
Lhc CLiiKim ftnd ihifd stale Csmcerninfi the reg--rrt - <f thfia- 
Ilf 11, he supported Utt idb -nf a 'Irmg iTilrrr.:ili<’na; rr K h itïpt -I 
sv.i I: braid power*, Lncludinu [he p'is:t-.îiIy nldiiec: djïp>>?.:i u! 
HKiitm tlthir bji j^lf, ot ii ihtinfai with stluri \i fa i 
..I 111..1 rn-r |iii||n|ian i«14 CdbtthMlI, be ^urlltd ibt pHnciplt 
■■ ümuL| IpprOncfr .mil relerrcd tn the propoyil tnb'ndttrd hd 
JekgaNüa mgeLlier >vJLb linden wuntriCH to the U. V Sea-bed 
i ni ■ 11 "i i1 : : ■ » i ift) Concerning sciemific rticnrth, he could 
if < « ccpt lhe renal approach -i“rl suppnMed the piopold 
milled W the LI,N. Seabed Committee by Pakistan and other 
■ i i iLrmh Li.:: m^ piiiiu .lu Lh nfoilion win requited lor carry-mg 

■ .n lonilifK rurnd) -fi nrcii widiin lhe ; 111 isdic I ïd-h üf ,l nOMUl 
I.,!- L .luIv. he subscribed so Lhc v r.-. hli ihft Hjbtk and 

interests of itu jin-d-hched and other ::eo£rapkLcaJly diHiLdy.ni: 
'.tgnL mm needed ipeeial coMÙJEntico.

The observer for Cjptw Sind ihit Lhc |vd (vpIfflDfÉe 
L*^ of the S» whicfe were-nf djrsct concern to ris country >ind 
abo Of ÉftJ inicrea to runy ocher Asian-Afn^ri mif* w;re : 
fusty, lhc rnn.-.pLc of the median hnc bid «tondlv. the position 
(fiibodi KfganJmg dir fonEer. he mulled that hleiwuntrj 
«v I p'0£0r*nL of tilt prppccil i> lhe Sea-bed Comm-, tlec to 
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uy luspUtion ml ihr pin of lui« md itronpr flkW to 
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MLivil diiL-pu:iiHi:i lo be inhile, i hiU in principle diOüU ne m
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much more Lhrui lhe popnlilionl of contmenlid tïrrUoriea wlkich 
t-LSuld iH v ,.n [Jlc rcsiiL-r'-e« of the hinter^nd.

rile (teleitme of frmf felt Liii11 Iliera was un mcreaÛH® 
K.: [«(jeu iL.lc i-i. ol ihe m;.1. would p.ny ü ^<ry imporluni 
rale in the fulurt of lh* community Ol nmiofiE. He^ shoferoreH 
in ii -Lv îv ip'-.i l.ul iho lorlhc-Tiaiins eonfcfBIMOr the Lnw of 
■I. i j....:; , cmnriodate tht hrisIMH arid ihc ^ra, large 
Of Uftill, |»gfnpiitcilly advartaged or dbudvaotagpiL rtCWfd- 
r,pofl rn p'LMlUy d«a j win n gad slate in dud*

lapd-kK krd lianes, wlf- Halted natca, iWH with short COUtlmc^ 
U«ti fooled un torn RKlnOd Wr or any aiher stales which 
*m ■;■ i 41 drtvvt LOftLaJl WHH the .nLcmitrOnul sea-bed j:ral 
*Ad wen DPI a hie 10 derive the same be Debts town the high koj



as the other coastal states did due to their peculiar geographical 
position. He was of the vtew that while extending their juris
diction, coastal states should take into consideration and accom
modate the interests of Land-locked states and other geographi
cally disadvantaged states in the same area Since high seas 
were becoming more vital to the world community, the delegate 
thought that lhe realisation of the interests of all states located 
on the semi-locked seas was becoming more necessary. In his 
view, high seas should be a sphere of co-operation and such 
co-operation should be based on the needs of all states to bench! 
from the fishing and nun-lishmg resources of the seas. In that 
way only, the interests of states could be protected and respected, 
irrespective of the fact that certain stales were with short coastlines 
or shelf-locked. WhUe stressing the need for regional arrange
ments, (he delegate said that they should be based on the principle 
of equity and justice and these should he embodied in the conven
tions to be concluded in the forthcoming conference on the law 
of the sea. However, these regional arrangements should 
neither affect the legal status of the superjacent waters nor 
impede the freedom of navigation or the «mi-enclosed seas. As 
regards the international regime for the sea-bed the delegate 
said that the envisaged authority should undertake exploration 
and exploitation of the resources of the Sea bed area under its 
control. Finally, in his view, the concept of common heriiage 
of mankind could be given a meaning only when the special 
needs of developing countries, whether they were geographically 
advantaged or disadvantaged, were taken into consideration.

The delegate of lhe Republic of Korea attached great 
importance to the spirit of genuine co-operation between 
developing and developed countries for the orderly development 
of law in the interest of all nations regardless of their geography 
cal situations. Regarding the problem of straits used for interna
tional navigation, he said that problem should be solved m 
a way that would protect the security of the Coastal Stale or 
States as well as the general interests of international trade and 
navigation. He considered that the interests of the Coastal 
State or States m respect of sanitary and pollution control, 
conservation of resources and fishery should equally be

guaranteed. His delegation maintained that lhe Coastal Statr 
enjoyed exclusive jurisdiction over the continental she If Tor the 
preservation and exploitation of its resources, The delegate 
recognised the difficulties in reaching a generally acceptable 
standard limit of so-called economic zone and hoped that other 
states would be allowed by agreement with the Coastal States 
to engage in fishing and other mutually beneficial activities in 
the direction of technical and economic co-operation in fishery 
or other productive activities, especially among developing and 
developed countries.

On the question of rights and interests of the land-locked 
lutes, the delegate said that the freedom of transit and the 
fair rights of access to and from the sea should be assured. 
Further, in his view, the benefits in the resources of the sea 
of neighbouring coastal state should be shared in equitable way 
with the coastal state concerned.

The observer for the Federal Republic of Germany 
supported the principle of the freedom of the sea outside terri
torial waicTB. In hi* view, the interest of freedom of navigation 
and naval communications was the basic pre-requisite for world 
trade and the frcedom of research in the oceans. He, therefore, 
considered that an extensive extension of territorial waters 
or unilateral extension of fishery zones were contrary to 
international law, His delegation advocated worldwide and 
regional standards for maritime environmental protection and 
towards that end he did not regard the idea of national control 
zones outside the territorial waters to preserve marine environ
ment as the advantageous one, It was the view of his delegation 
that oil geographically disadvantaged countries whether land
locked or shelf-locked should participate to the greatest possible 
extent m the exploration and exploitation of the Sea-bed 
resources.

The discussions on the Law of Sea were resumed on 
Monday, the 14th January, 1974. The Delegate of Sierra 
Leime commented upon some of the i<8Ue& raised in the study 
prepared by the Secretary-General. While fully supporting the 
com ept of Exclusive Economic Zone, the Delegate said that the
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their economy and to raise the level of living or its 
peoples.

He referred to the draft articles submitted by his delega
tion to the U.N. Sea-bed Committee in 1973. Outlining the 
basic objectives underlying those articles he said that attempt 
had been made to reach an equitable harmonisation of the 
interests of coastal States with those of other States and the 
international community. To that end. a distinction was made 
between territorial seas whose breadth did not exceed 12 
nautical miles and wide territorial seas belonging to the states 
which, in accordance with the characteristics of their adjacent 
coastal sea. had extended their sovereignty to distances over 
12 miles upto a maximum of 200. In (he first case, the legal 
regime of the territorial sea was unitary, maintaining the classical 
formula of innocent passage In the second case, technical, legal 
and political reasons justified a larger protection of the interests 
of other States within zones exceeding the 12-mile belt, specially 
navigation, overflight and other means of international commu
nication. In this case, a dual regime was envisaged. In the 
zone between the coast and an internal limn of 12 miles, the 
applicable regime would be similar to the first case, recognising 
within that zone the right of innocent passage ; and beyond that 
internal limit upto the exterior limit of the territorial sea, the 
freedom of navigation, overflight and laying of submarine pipe
lines and cables, without restrictions other than those expressed 
in the regulations enacted by the coastal stale with regard to its 
security, the preservation of the environment, the exploration, 
conservation and exploitation of resources, scientific research 
and the safety of navigation and aviation adopted hy it in con
formity with international law.

Furthermore, the draft also took into account some special 
situations such as the archipelagic States, supporting the fnrmu 
lutions submitted by the delegations of the Philippines, 
Indonesia. Mauritius and Fiji (A/AC. 138 SC. Il/L <8). As 
regards the special position of land-locked states, the Uruguyan 
draft ensured the exercise of the rigid of free access to the 
territorial seu through coastal States which were their neighbour 
or belonged to the same sub-region and preferential fishing
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rights through bilateral or sub-regional agreements, in that area 
of their territorial sea which was not reserved exclusively for 
their nationals.

The observer for Ecuador felt that the old principle of the 
freedom of the seu had been replaced by the new concept of 
common heritage of mankind. The new concept expressly 
recognised the fact that the exploitation of the sea could not be 
concentrated in the hands of a small group of great powers. 
He stressed the need for making a distinction between the sea 
under the sovereign jurisdiction of the coastal State and the 
international sea where all states had the same rights and the 
same duties. In his view, some of the questions which required 
serious consideration included : protection of the rights of 
states whose continental platform extended beyond the limit of 
200 miles ; delimitation of the boundaries of adjacent or opposite 
coastal states ; the regime of straits used for international 
navigation ; the concept of archipelago and the position of land
locked and other geographically disadvantaged states, He was 
satisfied with the progress made towards the creation of an 
international authority to govern the administration of the sea
bed area lying beyond the limits of national jurisdiction. 
However, he felt that the establishment of a new legal order for 
die use and exploitation or the ocean was far from being a 
simple academic exercise. On the contrary, that was a task 
where the political and socio-economic interests were of funda
mental importance. He expressed his concern over the use or 
coercive measures by certain states against those which defended 
their maritime sovereignty, Further, he considered it unreal to 
assume that states which had established or exercised a right ol 
sovereignty over the sea, the sea-bed and sub-soil upto a limit of 
200 miles would renounce that right, Such renunciation would 
m fact be a renunciation of sovereignty which, in his view, might 
endanger the development and welfare of the peoples of those 
states.





(il [NTRODlk TORY NOTE

The tuck k* lutyrcti uken up by llte Committee Jit the 
Tokyo Semon were rarntUti arninj out (if lb* work of the United 
Saturn* CoriJiEïjon nn tnleïruitKuwl I'rmie LâV (UNCITRAL)- 
Al Urn Sti-Mon. the Committee cemiltirtd ifl dalul Iwc
«ibjKti

The Sub-Corn m n1rr on Tilde I j* tOftuaUBf of twtte 
rhemter Suict. math, the Arab Htpublu of key pi. fritq, 
Jodi*. Irufcmet^, Jipüîi. F’ainus, Sitlll Uw. Sn Loru.i and 
TitizJdu khl five EtcUugr There of lb Me [Wtimfi *tt( 
Jevol cd 10 <lKUmottt on Ji dit of Liri'hf OV of Llie toptci 
an Intcrrunora! Slipping Lij.Jilmn *rt
alkHicJ to dbcHom 4t Inicnumitil Comattic^i AtbittvK'h

The Sub-CommH1 ee diKuued fiflh of Luting Kith i] 
itbiwe u ik kblily of At anw for i)^; md the Kept 
of ipphnlion rflbe Hrtumk Convention of J^?J L_'j.de,r !T:- 
Jltler topic. l*otpeCifie MritHot Up f« CuliU'-t:ration ' ibe
hl3l I icing Ihf quetCJCNljtmjtaphltil ippli. ab'.iv (J| |!:r 
Convention ar kL oui ni Allude IQ of Lhe CoqmiiOn itvJ 
l mended Artnk 5 of Ibr IVb( frrjtMo Tht . n -. i -. '
quest ion w-u the tpp i nihility of Mir CaOVsnlmn W train 
carriage under infîrmtl dKumcoli thti evidenced the t - fit : 
oT enetkitc which itmv be rtjMhlrd HI dociitKnk of tiLle and to 
ora I contracta of ck.rriR.jjG, Scuir t,|J el qtinlioai weft itrt 
considered, namely -

(Li 1hc nppmpriiileucM of the viI .... ........ required I v
Arlick or I hr hriiRirk CaflfYtfttlon lo e>etnn 
earn :i $c u nder in H nn ml docu m en( i, a rut wlirl her i h r
Convention should ipedf> crn-im ....... urn nm Hint
in'.m be included in 1Ik Hill of Udine il H 1* 10 be 
ton tide re J ncç^iilnblr.



(ii> ihe irtlidity effect of LelLen of Gup-hui^c ^,vni 
tn EKUR 4 titan Hill -f r nim; and

lii'ï :hc legal (ffKi af lb* ndk pM44iHf to puwecufli 
"Good F4i(hLL purthtacft of Bifla of Ladn| and 
whether ptfl*inrtflji ■ I ■'itmtiiJ to (hm L^nlnmcd in 
Aitjck 3(4) or ifit hruwli Ctamntwnidit Artfcfa 
K I ) of the Protocut HU (lalrtblt.

Oft lnHnwiLkoraJ Comrrw11 :iI Arhj(rHJionP tfac HiKiuiian
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00 SUMMARY RFCORIJ OH DISCUSSIONS 
HFLD DURING THE SESSION

A( :It fifth plenary iDcttiflE lidd nu : h Jun^D ■ ■ ■■ ■ 
lhe CcrruntLitot proceeded to hear tfitewntl from DrleiuLii Jiwl 
ObfcTvtrtrtft w^MI* iTt*libt in intmuktoiul trade li*.

The Observer Tram UNCETftAl «U(cd Ih4i: he wcmJd kkr 
br.-tfli if. describe turn* )f ihe itiixi it=. <m devetopmcdli .n 
UNflTftAE. wluch may b*t of mLe re it 10 the Ccmm ittee. 
firstly. I he Omci1| A'lemhJj luid decided 19 hold the 0tilted 
^.intiii = Conference un Pr«K(tptfnn (LmtHillfiffl) inihr Imenu 
llwul Sole of Good! ■( iIil: IJ-N. Head n r i M e ri la Ne» York 
from (he I'.nh May :.■ the L4rh Ju.i:r f year. The
IJ NÇ ITR.AL d [ u (i c n uac itss tF ind i hr t ^nme nt-i ry ibonag 
piefHkttd by the UNCI IKAL SeetrLir-at had alrc-id? been 
tirtroUled to Governments An arulyticul ctunpilMjon of 
ioni menti iWciVfid fmn CdVcmmetkEii end tateteilnl intcrnu- 
tHpil organism inti - li=i thli ■:I rj Tt fioan|tiM i*nu Id soon he 
ir.i'.ird, The EG dBCUHItPli Wü(||d COlHtltlJlfl l|l( I" nil dDOUTDCnh
i>f ihc Conference i he purp^r of rhr Coi^wnon »i£ 10 
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............... :h pan d t - tSc intoyktinul -.i - -■rgnoJi mtrLi
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it-.Jrr the ccnyirwii. lie -.n hjpoy i* \ba\ moil of ihe 
v.r- -- which had luhmitlad oburWIitiiu Wektfflitil I he drtfl at
■ ......... ihe iind priiMLvt :C(i tfth-cn by UNCI TM AL tor the
uftlhcHtfOD Of Ibt law or PftlrrUtKidli tnide a=nl !■ >d indictied 
UniI du UNCJT'liAl draftprm ded u go .-...■ c -ua 
for a comrenlion cm the uihjti'l Hwt of theue Stain fLaieraliy
upjcid (!ut IE «<41 eipfdicM u> bjnr.ofjze ruin on liMUtiH id 
(In !'■ n!d of intenLititHKil <. of yr.-xs mil r (he drUme 
dkfvffencui m ukiciul r ali» (c^efn ii| linuittKin created 
ditfi. ülhïi Ld praance In thin CvftnKlioa, be RCfltd thu 
tiw Nf» Delhi IfeWiOH of Ilh-ç ' omrr.iiiee llil ycur. Uir üulv
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Commitie? Lin Iiiiurn-n11n 1^11 h iir "I Gotwlt hud dçvoted * pren^ 
àrn\ of tirac La I he mu mi nation nl (he provint» of Ihe 
UNCItlUl druK ud 11 mi llnwlty approved lU upproidi bi 
Li Wüil able campromi-.e view nf iho t 'm-.inLU'i-r. L^prl-ier
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lie oi-us cunvintcd Ihfil Ehe ((inn! approval of I lie- UNÇlTKM. 
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Nevertheless, conflicts problems were irritating and had to be 
solved in order to further international trade and improve 
international relations. He remarked that his reasons for 
attending the Sessions of the Committee were to keep open lines 
of communication between the two organisations, to gain a fresh 
insight into problems of common interest, and to be of assistance 
by showing the specialised methods of thinking developed by his 
organisation.

In relation to the subject of the International Sale of 
Goods, his organisation was interested in the two topics of 
the choice of law and the unification of law. With regard 
to the first of these topics, his organisation had drafted in 
1955 the Convention on the law applicable to international 
sales of corporeal movables. Under this Convention, the parties 
were free to choose the applicable law. Failing agreement, the 
law of the habitual residence of the seller was applicable. In 
1964 the Convention on the Uniform Law on International Sales 
had been signed, which, inter alia, attempted to eliminate the 
need for conflicts rules in international sales. Thereafter, there 
had been a certain hesitancy among States in acceding to the 
1955 Convention. However, the Federal Republic of Germany 
and the Netherlands in ratifying ULIS, had stated that it would 
only be applied as between Contracting Slates. The need for a 
conflicts rule in other cases had therefore revived. The revision 
of ULIS by UNCITRAL had also resulted in the need for a 
conflicts rule in certain cases.

He was therefore of the view that it was important for 
Asian and African States to pay attention to the 1955 
Convention.

The leader of the delegation of Sri Lanka observed that 
the work of the UNCITRAL on International Shipping Law 
was of considerable importance. The developing countries had 
now been presented with another opportunity to rectify an 
imbalance in a field of law which often had a decisive bearing 
on the economic well-being of the relatively poor countries of 
the world. He remarked that it was a historical fact that the 
present shipping law and practices were the creation of the

colonial powers of the 18th, 19th and early 20th centuries. 
Shipowners had played a vital role in the sustenance of the 
empires of such countries, and it was therefore not surprising 
that the present system of law was designed to protect shipowners 
interests while neglecting the legitimate interests of shippers and 
consignees. He further stated that although most of the developing 
countries had, in a modest way, started their own shipping 
business, this was no justification for perpetuating a law heavily 
weighted in favour of shipowners. He stated that so far as his 
country was concerned, it was primarily a ship-user in respect 
of both essential exports and imports. The Five Year Plan of 
his Government therefore specifically provided for the develop
ment of a national shipping fleet.

In the highly competitive world of trade, it was essential 
that both the financial interests of shippers and also the national 
interests behind them should be protected from shipowners who, 
between acceptance of the goods and their delivery, bore a 
responsibility to which hitherto a commensurate liability had not 
been attached. It was the view of his delegation that either the 
proposed new Convention or an amendment to the present one 
should cast upon the shipowner liability for loss caused to the 
shipper by delay resulting from an intentional or negligent act 
or omission on the part of the former, his servants and agents.

Another area in which change was desirable was that of 
the law relating the issue of a bill of lading. The unlimited 
power of freedom of contract presently existing made it possible 
to contract out of such an obligation. Shipowners, being in a 
powerful bargaining position, were able to do this, and it had 
already resulted in the creation of shipping practices by which 
shipowners undertook to carry goods on informal agreements 
thus greatly increasing the vulnerability of the shipper to 
staggering losses, the effects of which would be felt at a national 
level. He therefore, felt that every assistance should be given 
by the developing nations to the work of UNCITRAL on 
international shipping legislation so that the present imbalance 
would be speedily remedied.

ThP Hfileeate of Japan stated that he would first like to



thank the representative of UNCITRAL Professor Kazuaki 
Sono, for the lucid statement introducing the work of 
UNCITRAL, with special reference to the proceedings at its 6th 
Session relating to International Commercial Arbitration and 
International Shipping Legislation. His statement had given a 
comprehensive picture of the recent activities of the Commission 
and its Working Groups on all subjects. He had also listened 
with great interest to the clear statement made by Mr. Van 
Hoograten, the representative of the Hague Conference on 
Private International Law. He observed that since UNCITRAL 
was established six years ago, it had made considerable progress 
in the unification of international trade law. He believed that 
the Commission had already become one of the most productive 
bodies in this field, and it was also making a useful contribution 
to the dissemination of information on this subject. He took 
this opportunity of expressing the appreciation of his delegation 
of the work done by UNCITRAL.

He also wished to take this opportunity of saying a few 
words on the draft Convention on Prescription (Limitations) in 
the International Sale of Goods. This draft was the first 
concrete achievement of UNCITRAL in its first attempt to 
formulate a uniform law. His delegation was aware that it was 
not an easy task to bridge the differences existing between the 
prescription of rights in the civil law system and the limitation 
of actions in the common law system. He expressed the earnest 
hope that the Conference of Plenipotentiaries to be held in New 
York would be successful and constitute a landmark in the field 
of the unification of trade law.

The Working Groups of the Commission were now con
sidering a Uniform Law on the International Sale of Goods, 
International Legislation on Shipping with particular reference 
to Bills of Lading, and a Uniform Law on Negotiable Instru
ments. His delegation wished to refrain from offering any 
substantive comments on these subjects at this stage, since the 
various Working Groups had not completed the tasks entrusted 
to them. He only wished to say, in this regard, that careful 
consideration should be given to customs and practices already 
prevailing in international business.
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Resuming the discussion at the Sixth Plenary Meeting 
held on Monday, the 14th January, 1974, the delegate of 
Nigeria stated that it was natural that today the problems of 
the Law of the Sea were occupying the attention of everybody. 
Nevertheless, he wished to emphasize that Nigeria attached the 
greatest importance to the work of the United Nations 
Commission on International Trade Law. While the progres
sive development and codification of International Law were 
matters of yesterday and today, the progressive development 
and codification of International Trade Law were matters of 
today and tomorrow. To the developing world, trade was of 
the greatest importance, for improved trade brought about 
development and a better balance of payments position. 
Although questions of international law were important, the 
developing world was more beset by international trade 
problems. Matters such as the impact of multinational corpo
rations on the economy, and matters relating to invisibles such 
as shipping and insurance, all affected the welfare and happi
ness of the people. In regard to the specific areas of work 
being presently covered by UNCITRAL, he observed that the 
revision of the Uniform Law on International Sale of Goods 
was of great importance, as all countries were buyers and 
sellers of goods. He was hopeful that the work would be 
brought before a Conference of Plenipotentiaries. The work 
of International Shipping Legislation concerning the revision 
of the Brussels Convention of 1924 was also of great impor
tance. That Convention titled the balance in favour of ship
owners and it was now necessary to redress the balance. The 
work of an International Payments was also of the greatest 
significance to the developing countries. The attempt in that 
field was to unify the law of the common law and civil law 
countries on the law of cheques and other bankers drafts. He, 
therefore, urged the Committee in the years to come to pay 
more attention to the questions of international trade so that 
the developing world may better its position and contribute 
to the progress and happiness of its people.

The Delegate of Nepal commented on the work of 
UNCITRAL towards development of international trade law in



general and in the field of international sales of goods in 
particular. He expressed particular satisfaction concerning 
the progress made by UNCITRAL on subjects like Prescription 
in the Law of International Sales, Uniform Rules on Interna
tional Sales, Model Contract Provisions and International 
Payments.

Speaking on the subject of Bills of Lading, the delegate 
recognised that developing countries were mostly cargo-owners 
and that most of their exports were either agricultural products 
and other heavy or unfinished goods. He also expressed his 
concern over the injustices done to the developing countries 
under the Hague Rules. He strongly felt that any future con
vention or international agreement in this field should be able 
to rectify those injustices and remove uncertainties and ambi
guities of the Hague Rules concerning liability of the ship
owners in regard to loss of or damage to cargo taking into 
consideration the minimising of insurance costs to cargo-owners 
so that the interests of the developing countries could best 
be served.

As regard International Commercial Arbitration, the 
delegate did not have any objection to the creation of an 
‘Arbitration Institution’ under the auspices of the respective 
commercial organisations. In his view, apart from the general 
questions involved in international commercial arbitration — 
who might be parties in the disputes subject to arbitration, 
form of the arbitration agreement, its content, the jurisdiction 
of the arbitral tribunal, the applicable rules of procedures, 
time limits, and the rendering, content, recognition and enforce
ment of the award, any future convention on that subject 
should properly safeguard the interests of developing countries 
in terms of the cost factor and foreign currency problems that 
would be involved in the practical implementation of any 
arbitration agreement.

(iii) REPORT OF THE SUB-COMMITTEE ON 
TRADE LAW MATTERS

The Sub-Committee on International Shipping Legislation 
(Bills of Lading) and International Commercial Arbitration had 
five meetings, three of which were devoted to discussion on 
International Shipping Legislation, and two to International 
Commercial Arbitration.

The following Delegates participated in the discussions. 

Delegates

Arab Republic of Egypt :

Hon’ble Mohamoud Abdel Aziz El Ghamry (Chairman)
Mr. Mohamed Moustapha Hassan

India :

Mr. K.K. Chopra

Indonesia :

Mr. Abdul Kobir Sastradipura

Iraq :

Mr. Amer Araim
Mr. Sabah Al-Rawi

Japan :

Mr. Michitoshi Takahashi
Mr. Akira Takakuwa

Pakistan :

Mr. A.G. Chaudhary
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Sierra Leone :

Mr. P.P.C. Boston 

Sri Lanka :

Mr. P.H. Kurukulasuriya (Rapporteur)

Tanzania :

Mr. E.E. Mtango 
Mr. S.A. Mbenna
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The Sub-Committee Meetings were also attended by the 
following Observers from the UNCITRAL Secretariat and the 
Hague Conference on Private International Law.

UNCITRAL : Prof. K. Sono

Hague Conference on
Private International Law — Mr. M. Van Hoogstraten.

INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING LEGISLATION 
(Bills of Lading)

1. A Sub-Committee consisting of nine (9) members, 
namely, Arab Republic of Egypt, Iraq, India, Indonesia, 
Japan, Pakistan, Sierra Leone, Sri Lanka and Tanzania was set 
up at the first Plenary Meeting to consider the above-mentioned 
subjects now under review by the U.N. Commission on Inter
national Trade Law.

2. The leader of the delegation of the Arab Republic of 
Egypt, the Honourable Mohamoud Abdel Aziz El Ghamry was 
appointed Chairman, and Mr. P.H. Kurukulasuriya of the 
delegation of Sri Lanka was appointed Rapporteur for this 
Sub-Committee.

3. The Sub-Committee, at its first meeting held on 
7th January, 1974, having examined in some detail the scope of 
the subjects before it, decided to confine its programme of work 
to the following specific topics :

(a) Liability of the carrier for delay.

(b) The scope of the application of the Brussels Convention 
(the International Convention for the unification of 
certain rules of law relating to Bills of Lading, signed 
at Brussels on 26 August, 1924).

Two specific problems were to be discussed :

(i) the question of the geographical applicability 
of the Convention as set out in Article 10 
thereof and Article 5 of the Brussels Protocol 
of 1968 (Protocol to amend the International 
Convention for the unification of certain rules 
relating to Bills of Lading)

(ii) the question of the applicability of the Conven
tion to ocean carriage under informal documents 
that evidence the contract of carriage but may 
not be regarded as documents of title, and to 
oral contracts of carriage.

(c) The appropriateness of the information required by 
Article 3(3) of the Brussels Convention to ocean 
carriage under informal documents, and whether the 
Convention should specify certain information that 
must be included in the Bill of Lading if it is to be 
considered negotiable.

(d) Validity and effect of letters of guarantee given to 
secure a false clean Bill of Lading.

(e) Legal effect of the Bill of Lading in protecting good 
faith purchasers of Bills of Lading, and whether 
provisions additional to those contained in Article 
3(4) of the Brussels Corvf‘nt,r'n anff Article 1(1) of 
the Protocol are desirable,

4. The Sub-Committee also decided that its report oe 
submitted to the Working Group of UNCITRAL dealing with 
the subject of Bills of Lading scheduled to commence sittings 
in February 1974.



5. At the first meeting of the Committee, the scope of 
the subject of International Commercial Arbitration was also 
discussed on the basis of a comprehensive brief prepared by 
the Secretariat of A.A.L.C.C. The Committee having examined 
in general the problems involved in International Commercial 
Arbitration decided to confine its deliberations to the following 
subjects :

(1) Institutional Arbitration and Ad Hoc Arbitration

(2) Constituting the arbitral tribunal

is a standard by-product in the field of shipping and that it is 
almost impossible for shipowners to regularly keep to strict 
schedules. The Sub-Committee was also of the view that there 
were certain circumstances which might cause delay in the per
formance of the contract which should be regarded as excuses. 
After an extensive exchange of views, the Sub-Committee 
came to the following conclusions :

(1) That it was essential that a specific and clear provi
sion should be included in the convention with regard 
to the liability of the carrier for delay.

(2) That it was not advisable to list the circumstances 
that cause an excusable delay.

(3) That the excuses for delay should be set out in the 
convention in general terms, and

(4) That the liability of the carrier for delay should not 
be on the basis of strict liability but on the basis of 
fault.

While one delegate was of the view that there should 
be a definition of what constitutes delay, others were 
of the view that such a definiton was impracticable 
and unnecessary.

The Sub-Committee also decided that the following 
proposals should be placed before the UNCITRAL Working 
Group as reflecting the views of the Sub-Committee.

(1) The carrier shall be liable for all loss or damage 
caused by delay whether the delay consists of the late 
arrival of the vessel for the purpose of performing the 
contract of carriage, or late performance of the 
contract of carriage.

(2) The carrier shall be so liable to any lawful holder or 
transferee of a Bill of Lading or other similar 
document of title, or to anyone succeeding to the 
rights of such a person, and to all persons to whom



loss or damage could reasonably be foreseen at the

(3) (a) The carrier shall not be liable where he proves 
that the delay resulted from measures to save life 
or from reasonable measures to save property at 
sea. (Provided that where such measures to save 
life or property at sea result in financial gain to 
the carrier, the carrier shall pay to any person or 
persons who would otherwise be entitled to claim 
compensation from the carrier for loss or damage 
caused by such delay a sum not exceeding one- 
half of the financial gain so accruing and in any 
event not exceeding the loss or damage actually

(b) The carrier shall not be liable where he proves 
that he, his servants and agents, took all measures 
that could reasonably be required to avoid the

(c) The carrier shall not be liable for any loss or 
damage which could not reasonably be foreseen 
at the time the delay occurred as likely to result

Where fault or negligence on the part of the carrier, 
his servants or agents, concurs with another cause to 
produce delay resulting in any loss or damage, the 
carrier shall be liable only for that portion of the loss 
or damage attributable to such fault or negligence, 
provided that the carrier bears the burden of proving 
the amount of loss or damage not attributable thereto.
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8. Scope of the Convention in regard to its geographical 
applicability

It was pointed out that Article 10 of the Convention as 
amended by Article 5 of the Brussels Protocol of 1968 does not 
make the convention applicable to a Bill of Lading where the 
carriage is to a port in a Contracting State unless either sub
paragraphs (a) or (c) thereof apply.

The Sub-Committee decided that it was desirable that 
provision should be made in the proposed legislation to ensure 
the application of the convention to contracts of carriage covered 
by a Bill of Lading where the carriage is to a Contracting State.

9. The applicability of the convention to ocean carriage 
under informal documents that evidence contracts of carriage but 
may not be regarded as documents of title

It was pointed out that this problem appeared to arise in 
view of the shipping practice mainly prevalent in some Scandi
navian countries of entering into contracts of ocean carriage 
under informal documents where no Bill of Lading is issued.

The Sub-Committee with the exception of one delegate 
agreed that provisions must be made to ensure that carriers do 
not enter into contracts of carriage which are not covered by a 
Bill of Lading or in other words, that the convention should 
ensure that a Bill of Lading covered every contract of ocean 
carriage. In this respect, the Sub-Committee with the exception 
of one delegate was of the view that the existing legislation in 
this connection was insufficient. One delegate, however, also 
adopted the position that it was not desirable to bring within the 
scope of the application of the convention contracts of carriage 
not covered by Bills of Lading and that the existing provisions 
in this regard were sufficient.

He supported his view with the following reasons :

(a) That maritime transport was itself slow moving and 
the cargo bulky, and hence delay in the issue of 
formal documents such as Bills of Lading was in
herent.



That informal receipts may not create clear legal 
rights and liabilities in regard to shippers and carriers. 
Since the value of cargo was often very high, it was 
essential that parties should know their rights and 
obligations, and therefore, a formal document such as 
a Bill of Lading was necessary.

He suggested, however, that since the matter was connect
ed with recent technological developments in international trade, 
it required further study by member governments.

10. Applicability of the convention to ocean carriage 
where no document is issued to evidence the contract

The Sub-Committee was of the view that the applicability 
of the convention should not be extended to such contracts. One 
delegate was of the view that the issue of a standardised form of 
document should be made compulsory in contracts of ocean 
carriage, thus eliminating oral contracts of carriage.

11. Contents of the contract of carriage of goods by sea

The Sub-Committee agreed that provision should be made 
to ensure that informal documents that may not be regarded as 
Bills of Lading, but which are in many ways vital to the contract 
itself, should contain certain information required to ensure that 
those persons relying on such documents are not misled. The Sub
Committee agreed that the information required should include, 
in addition to that required by Article 3(3), the following :

( 1 ) The date and place of execution.

(2) The destination of the goods, if known at the time.

(3) The name and address of the contracting shipper.

(4) The name and address of the consignee, if available 
at the time.

(5) Express notation to the effect that the document is not 
negotiable.

(6) The name and address of the contracting carrier.

It was pointed out that a practice had developed whereby 
a shipper obtains from the carrier a false clean Bill of Lading 
which is issued to him by the latter on the basis of a letter of 
guarantee supplied by the former. In this way, third parties 
receiving such a clean Bill of Lading would be misled with 
regard to the state of the goods covered by such Bill of Lading. 
The Sub-Committee was unanimous in its decision that every 
effort should be made to prevent this practice. The Sub
committee agreed to submit the following proposals to the 
UNCITRAL Working Group for their consideration as reflecting 
the views of the Sub-Committee.

(1) Where a carrier makes an incorrect statement in terms 
of Article 3(3) that goods are shipped in apparent 
good order or condition, or to the like effect, the 
carrier, shall be liable to any person who might 
reasonably be contemplated as likely to rely on the 
correctness of such statement in respect of any loss or 
damage suffered by him as a result of such reliance.

(2) In any action brought in respect of an alleged 
incorrect statement, the burden of proof shall be on 
the claimant to establish.

1(a) that it could have been reasonably contemplated 
that he would rely on the incorrect statement 
and.

(b) that loss or damage has resulted to him by such 
reliance.

(3) In any such action, if the allegation that the statement 
was incorrect is denied by the carrier, the burden of 
proof shall be on him to prove the correctness of such 
statement.

(4) In any such action, the carrier shall in any event not 
be liable if he proves that he, his servants and agents
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took all reasonable measures to ensure the correctness 
of such statement.

(5) Where the carrier makes such an incorrect statement 
in return for a promise or agreement by any person 
that the carrier shall be indemnified against loss 
resulting to the carrier from the making of such 
statement, such promise or agreement shall be of no 
force or avail in law.

13. The legal effect of the Bill of Lading in protecting the 
good faith purchaser of the Bill of Lading

The question discussed by the Sub-Committee was whether 
the convention should, in addition to Article 3(4) as amended 
by Article 1(1) of the Protocol of 1968, include additional 
provisions with respect to the rights of good faith purchaser of 
negotiable documents of title. The Sub-Committee agreed that 
there would, in principle, be no objection to increasing the 
protection given to them since this would facilitate international 
trade agreements.

The Sub-Committee decided to submit the following 
proposals for the consideration of the UNCITRAL Working 
Group :

(l) That, where bills are issued in a set, the one intended
tr> he nefrntiateH chrmlH he mnrVeH neantinhle nnH
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preferable that the venue should be decided by the parties to 
the agreement at the time that the agreement was entered into, 
for the reason that relations between parties at that time could 
be expected to be cordial. It was also agreed by the Sub
Committee that the venue of an arbitration should be decided 
with reference to the possible subject matter of arbitration. 
The availability of witnesses, the cost of arbitration, and the 
question of the enforceability of the award were all matters 
to be taken into account in determining the venue of an 
arbitration.

3. The Sub-Committee was of the view that the principles 
governing the law of arbitration should be, as far as possible, 
uniform and that all attempts should be made towards achieving 
this goal. The observation of some members of the Sub-Committee 
disclosed that the arbitral laws of their respective countries bore 
striking similarities in some respects.

4. The Sub-Committee also discussed the question as to 
whether it would be better to create an institution for interna
tional commercial arbitration under the auspices of the United 
Nations or whether it would be more effective if such an 
institution was created by corporation between the respective 
trade chambers of these countries. The Sub-Committee was of 
the view, that, since the matter of international commercial 
arbitration was one which intimately concerned the commercial 
community, and since those involved in it would prefer to keep 
their problems within the closed framework of the commercial 
world, it would be preferable that such an institution should be 
created under the auspices of their respective commercial 
organisations.

5. On the question of the constitution of an ad hoc 
arbitral tribunal, the Sub-Committee was of the view that the 
most desirable method was that each party to the arbitration 
should have a right to have his nominee as an arbitrator, and 
that a third person should be nominated, in the case of ad hoc 
arbitration, by the nominee arbitrators or by a third person, and 
in the case of institutional arbitration by the institution. The 
Sub-Committee was also of the view that it was not suitable to
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perpetuate the system of having a referee whose function it was 
to agree with one of the two members of the tribunal in case 
there was disagreement between them. The Sub-Committee 
was of the view that the third arbitrator so appointed should 
have the discretion to decide the matter before him indepen
dently without reference to the views taken by the other two 
arbitrators.

6. With regard to the applicable law to determine the 
rights and obligations of the parties under the contract which 
was the subject matter of arbitration, the Sub-Committee was 
of the view that this should be left to the parties to decide for 
themselves at the time the contract was entered into. Failing 
such agreement, the applicable law should be determined by 
the conflicts rules prevailing at the venue of arbitration.

7. On the question of procedure in arbitration, the Sub
Committee was of the view that there should be minimum 
procedural standards which were essential for the fair and 
efficient conduct of an arbitration.

The minimum procedural standards agreed upon by the 
Sub-Committee were the following :

(a) A party should have adequate means and opportunity 
to present his case by proper legal representation 
before the tribunal.

(b) The arbitral tribunal should have adequate powers 
to enable it to make an effective investigation and 
adjudication.

(c) The arbitral tribunal should be under a duty to 
observe certain standards which tend to an impartial 
and equitable decision.

(d) A party should have an adequate opportunity of 
challenging the jurisdiction of the tribunal or 
challenging the arbitrators.

8. With regard to the finality of an arbitral award, the 
Sub-Committee was of the view that it should be subject to the
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supervisory jurisdiction of the Courts of Law before which it 
could be challenged by a party to the arbitration dissatisfied 
with the award. But it was also agreed that jurisdiction should 
be exercised only in limited circumstances, such as where the 
arbitrators had acted without jurisdiction, or where the award 
was manifestly incorrect.

9. The Sub-Committee also considered the question of 
the enforcement of foreign arbitral awards. However, in view 
of the fact that this matter is at present dealt with by the 
Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign 
Arbitral Awards made in New York on 10th June, 1958, and 
that the General Assembly had unanimously recommended the 
wider acceptance of this Convention, the Sub-Committee did 
not feel that the matter required extensive consideration. The 
Sub-Committee was also of the view that States which had not 
yet acceded to the Convention should do so without delay.

10. The Sub-Committee expressed its appreciation of the 
work of UNCITRALinthe development and improvement of the 
various aspects of international trade law, and its indebtedness 
to the observer from the UNCITRAL Secretariat, Prof. K. Sono, 
for his assistance to the Sub-Committee. The Sub-Committee 
also thanked Mr. M. Van Hoogstraten, the Observer from the 
Hague Conference on Private International Law for his help at 
its deliberations.


